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Nhugu diiya Bhintuna (Greetings on the occasIOn of the
New Yearl). Because many of us live far from home, it is even more
important to gIve the traditional New Year Nepal Sambat greeting to

f-----------------I friends and family. But why do we wish you a Nepal Sambat? Since
Editor

the New Year celebration falls during the three days of the Swonti
Daya R. Shakya

Gaurishankar Manadhar Ph. D festIval (Tihar m Nepali), many people consider this day to mark the
Newarl Sambat This misconception occurs because usually only

Advisor
Newars celebrate at this time, and the New Year traditions have not

Prof. Todd Lewis
been broadcast to other Nepalese communities by the mass media.
Yet, as detaIled in the previous issue of the JOurnal, for historical
reasons Nepal Sambat ought to be the name used to designate this
calendar cycle.

After three issues, the journal has gained recognition not
Publisher

only in the eyes of Newars living m both the United States and other
International Nepal Bhasha: SCV3 Samiti

parts of the globe, but also from Newar scholars and researchers(INBSS)
While the journal is coneerned with putting forth high quality acaPortland, Oregon USA
demie articles, its main goal has aJways been to inform the Newar

Chairperson
community about our own cultural heritage. Towards these ends, theDaya R. Shakya ~
journal has provided information on Newar Studies from all around

Members
D the world Yet we need our readers to keep us abreast of Newar ac

Uma Shrestha Ph.D. Gaurishankar Manadhar Ph.
tivities that take place m your own communities; your help is invalu-

Diwakar Maharjan, Sashindra Vajracharya able
Puma Ba:hadhur Ranjit

As always, the JOurnal is multi-Imgual. Along with our
regular column of research abstracts and other pertinent mformation,
the English-language section includes three articles First, Professor
Bruce Owen describes how he became mvolved in Newar Studies on
both a personal and an academic level. Second, Daya R. Shakya de
tails the extent to which Newars have given up speaking their natIve
language ThIrd, MalIa K Sunder asks the cruciaJ question of
whether or not Newars ought to consIder themselves janajati. The
Nepali-language section aJso includes three articles. First, Mr. Lilab
hakta Munakarmi describes his historical findings on Bhakiapur's
MalIa Royal Palace. Second, Dr. Tulsi Maharjan wntes why it is
crucial for Newars to maintain their identity The last article is about
installation of Shankadhar Sakhwa's statue. The Nepal Bhasha
language section consists of four pieces contributed by Newar wnt
ers. First is a poem by Labha Ratna Tuladhar. Second, Premhira
Tuladhar pens her findings on contribution made by Chmadhar
'Hridaya'in NepaJ Bhasha literature. Thrrd, Shashikala Manadhar
writes her remembrance about Chittadhar. The fourth one is a con
temporary thoughts of dilemma on Newars by Labha Ratna Tulad
har. Besides these, an extensIve interview with the sacred Buddhist
dancer, Master PrajwaJ Ratna Vajracharya also included.

We cannot give enough thanks to the contributors, edItors,
and other individuals and publications that have made this journal
such a success. WIthout their help, the journal would not be possi
ble. Himalayan Research Bulletm, The Sandhya Times, Kathmandu
Post, Nepal Bhasha Manka Khalah Bulletin, Newah AnnuaJ, and
Premier Dance and Entertamment all have provided invaluable infor
mation on Newar Studies Tnbhuvan Tuladhar, Swami Chetanan
anda, Kashinath Tamot, Min Bahadur Shakya, Prajwal Vajracharya,
Paula Huston, Bhima Shakya, Suva Shakya, Sudip Shakya have all
worked together so as to bnng thIS issue to fruition. We would also
like to thank Gregory Gneve for hIS assistance with the Engllsh

f--------------------Ilanguage section of the journal_
Cover: Master Prajwal R Vajracharya
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Call For Papers

NewilJ.t Vijiliina ( the Journal of Newar Studies) accepts conuibutions for its fIfth issue, which will debut in
November 2002. The Journal's aim is to consolidate empirical, theoretical, as well as any work done in Newar.
language, culture, art, history, customs, traditions, religion, biography, music, architecture and the infonnation on:
Newars around the world so as to serve as a tool to preserve and expose the richness of Newar heritage.

Submissions (articles, abstracts of recently completed dissertations, and reviews of any work on Newars.:::

translations of Newar literary works, notes on any work! projects on Newars) are invited in English, Nepali and
Nepal Bhasha. A hard copy and an IBM-compatible, preferably Microsoft Word, ftle on disk are required. The'
editors reserve the right not to process submissions that do not serve the goals of the journal.

The last date for submissions Is September 30th. 2002

Daya R. Shakya
International Nepal Bhasha Seva Samiti (INBSS)

1923 NE Schuyler St.
Portland, OR 97212, USA

Ph. (503) 282-0447 Fax (503) 774-7554
E-mail: drasha@aol.com

From South Asian Countries
Siddhi R. Shakya

P. a Box 571
Kathmandu, Nepal
Ph: 977-1- 265348
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Personal Theory:
Towards a satisfactory explanation for why I study

Newar culture; or, DyaJ.1 Wae ("God Crazy")

Bruce McCoy Owens
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology

Wheaton College

One of the things that I find most difficult
about doing research is fully explaining to those
about whom I am trying to learn why it is that I
am doing what I am doing. I have always felt
that it is essential to offer an account for my
interests, and always do so, but even if the
explanation I offer is satisfactory to those with
whom I am speaking, it is rarely satisfactory to
myself. There are several reasons for this. One
is that it is very likely that Newars who ask
about and are in various ways involved in my
research are not going to be interested in details
of my own project that I frud quite fascinating.
In this they are no different from the vast
majority of people in the lhlited States who are
not involved in my specific field of research. In
fact I am more likely to succeed in sustaining
the interest of a casual acquaintance in the
Kathmandu Valley in my projects than I am the
interest of a fellow American, no matter what
their respective levels of education might be.

Another is that the kinds of questions that
motivate me are often quite different from the
kinds of questions that are most important to
them. For example, I have been conducting

research on the topic the deity Bungadyal)' for
nearly two decades now, and the questions that
Newars most frequently ask upon learning of
this study are "How old is BungadyaJ:!'s chariot
festival?" and "Is BungadYaJ:! male or female?"
These are both interesting questions, but what
makes them particularly interesting to me is

Newii~ Vljiiiina ~4

different, I believe, from what makes them
interesting to those who ask them. For
example, after many conversations about the
topic, I am convinced that the age of the chariot
festival is interesting to most Newars for three
major reasons: first, age is a higWy valued
attribute of both images and ritual practices;
second, its great antiquity firmly establishes the
Newar origins of this now national festival, and
third, residents of Patan want to confmn that
their chariot festival is more ancient than its
Kathmandu counterpart (and vice versa). What
most interests me about this question is its
implications for determining the cultural and
political context of the festival's origins. The
question about the deity's sexuality is more of a
trick question to see whether I am aware of the
various issues involved in answering it, but is
critical to me due to my interest in issues of
identity.

The most vexing of the reasons that I frud
my own explanations for my research
unsatisfying is the sense I often get that, to the
extent that my interests in studying Newar
culture are motivated by relatively abstract and
apparently arcane theoretical interests, it appears
to my Newar interlocutors that my interest in
studying them and their culture is diminished,
superficial, ulterior, or otherwise less personal,
less "real." In other words, the more I try to
explain fully my interest in Newars, the less
interested I appear to be.

Owens, Bruce McCoy I 'Personal Theory: ... 1
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This essay is an attempt to rectify this
situation. Newah Vijiiana is perhaps the only
journal whose regular readership includes those
who can appreciate this problem from either or
both sides of the equation, and I hope that my
attempt to solve it here will provoke its readers
(especially Newars) to respond to my efforts.
Two years ago, the editor of Newah Vijiiana
asked scholars who were engaged in Newar
studies how they learned about Newars as a
possible field of study, what they found
distinctive about Newars, and what areas of
research about Newars they felt remained to be
done. This essay only touches on these
questions (mostly the first), and an adequate
response to them (especially the third) would
require another essay. What I want to do here
is demonstrate that the kinds of interests that
anthropologists call "theoretical" that can seem
far removed from the immediate situation of
fieldwork and the personal experiences one has
while doing it, can in fact be highly personal
and deeply motivated as well. Far from
distancing the anthropologist from personal
engagement with the place and people he or she
studies, theoretical interests can contribute to
that engagement and make it deeper, and the
theoretical issues I pursue are often shaped if
not posed by the people among whom I work in
what anthropologists call "the field." My
approach is necessarily personal, for the
personal is basically what's at issue here.

Anthropologists have recently spilt a great
deal of ink over the issues of how it is that they
go about doing their work, and the nature of
their relationships with those among whom they
do it. Reading about the work of anthropolo
gists who have done research in the Philippines,
Helambu, and Naples, for example', helps me
to contemplate my own situation in the
Kathmandu valley, and re-enforces my sense
that it is important to carefully consider the
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ways in which my own interests are perceived
by those whose hospitality I enjoy, and who are
patient enough to answer my endless questions.
One could describe the ways in which these
issues are raised in theoretical terms that seem
quite abstract and quite distant from personal
experience and genuine personal involvement.
For example, the problem of understanding
how what one learns is affected by the situation
in which one is learning it is often though of as
a "postmodern" problem related to a rejection of
a Cartesian notion of knowledge being
obtainable from an absolutely objective point
outside the phenomenon about which one
wishes to learn. To put this more simply, who
you are, who you know, how you know, and
when you learned it have everything to do with
what you know. From a postmodernist
perspective, all knowledge is influenced by the
circumstances of its acquisition, and is thus a
product of particular historical, cultural, and
political processes.

As I will explain, this problem, at one level
highly abstract, is one of the things that
motivated me to spend twenty years thin.ldng
about Bungadyal.J and seeing six of his
festivals, once flying back and forth twice in a
month while teaching in Chicago in order to see
as much as I could of the twelve year
procession. Several of those who knew me
while I was most intensively stl1dying
Bungadyal.J as part of my dissertation research
described me as dyaIJ wae (god crazy), such
was the intensity of my fascination. Both my
interest in Bungadyal.J and my interest in writing
this article are motivated and informed by
theoretical problems. But my objective here is
to demonstrate to those interested in the fruits of
my conversations with my Newar interlocutors
that there is no real contradiction, at least for
me, between theoretical and personal interests,
and that my theoretical interests often emerge

Owens, Bruce McCoy / 'Personal Theory: ... 2



from concrete personal experiences that I have
while engaged in my research. I hope this
article will at once exemplify and explain how
this can be so.

The only way that I can imagine developing
a convincing argument about the personal
nature of theoretical interests is to, as I warned
above, offer a personal account of how my
interests came to be what they are, and how
they led me to learn about Newar culture, and
how Newars and Newar culture, in tum, shaped
my theoretical concerns. I do not imagine that
my intellectual trajectory is intrinsically fascina
ting, but it is the trajectory with which I am
most familiar, and I think it can serve as an
example that will help make this article not only
a claim about myself, but a more general
argument about the link between the personal
and the theoretical. This is part of what I mean
when I say that I hope that this article will
exemplify as well as explain my point of view.
In offering a personal account, I am also
presenting a kind of theoretical argument.

In order to do my research it is critical that I
understand why people do what they do. This
kind of understanding can only come with a
personal knowledge of the ways in which the
things they do (such as build a chariot for a
god) fit into the rest of their lives. It strikes me
as only reasonable that a satisfactory explana
tion of why I do what I do (such as watch
people build chariots for gods) would include
the same sort of information. In providing this
kind of explanation I hope to demonstrate that
my theoretical interests are personally motivated
products of a multitude of life experiences,
including my experiences in Nepal with those
from whom I have learned. Given the kind of
engagement that effective participant observa
tion research requires, and knowing a large
number of anthropologists who do this kind of
work, I argue that this link between the theoreti-
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cal and the personal is more the rule than the
exception among socio-cultural anthropolo
gists.' The broad anthropological project of
understanding what it is to be human requires
intimate engagement with people that is both
personally and theoretically motivated.

I can put off the inevitable problem of
defming my terms no longer. What do I mean
by theory and theoretical, and what do I mean
by personal? Theory is a term that is often used
in popular speech in a negative way, as in "that
may be true in theory, but we know what really
goes on," suggesting that theory and reality are
fundamentally opposed, theory being, in this
sense, a kind of failed speculation about reality
that reality itself tends to undermine. This is
related in a way to another typical use that
contrasts theory with practice. This second use
does not necessarily cast theory in a negative
light, but offers the possibility of "putting
theory into practice." In this sense, theory
consists of ideas about practice that might even
help in practical matters. Raymond Williams, to
whom anthropologists frequently tum when
trying to be rigorous about their language,
suggests that this distinction between theory
and practice is prevalent in the ways that most
social theorists use the term, and that theory can
be considered to be "a scheme of ideas which
explains practice." This leads him to make
another important distinction between theory
and law that is important for our purposes, the
latter being, as it were, an ex-theory to which no
objection can be made.' Hence, we have tl)e
theory of relativity and the law of gravity. In
the study of human behavior, it is almost never
the case that no objection could be made to a
scheme of ideas intended to explain a particular
practice, because it is impossible to control for
all the conditions that might play a role in its
taking place. We are, after all, dealing with
humans, who are unlikely to concede to test-
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tube like constraints on their lives. Even if they
were, it wouldn't solve the problem, because we
would hardly learn about "normal" human
practices in the strdI1ge settings of human
laboratories. So in sociocultural anthropology
theories never become laws because our
subjects of study (and we) are human. What
good are anthropological theories then?

To put it simply, anthropological theory
(just like any theory) helps us to understand
particular circumstances in general terms. One
of the hallmarks of anthropology is its tendency
to make cross-cultural comparisons. These
comparisons are made not only to point out
important distinctions, but also to understand
those distinctions as products or evidence of
broader commonalities. For example, research
on other caste societies helps us to formulate
questions that we need to ask in order to better
understand the particularities of Newar caste
society. The research on Newar society then
helps us to refme our concept of caste, such that
it can be better applied in work on all societies
whose members think about one another in
these terms. Our "scheme of ideas" explaining
practices in caste societies can then be used to
better refme our more general ideas about social
hierarchy, or power, for example, and so on.
1bis is simply an anthropological example of
the relationship between inductive and
deductive reasoning. So theory is always a sort
of two-way street. It can take the researcher
"away" from a particular place or people in that
it relies on abstraction and cross-cultural
comparison for development and testing, but it
also prepares the researcher to ask the kinds of
questions that can reveal a particular place or
people to be unique in concrete ways.

For some critics of the anthropological way
of doing things, the problem lies in the testing
of theories, and the fact that they never become
laws. Anthropologists generally use a method
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of research in which they inevitably become a
part of what they are researching in important
ways. 1bis method, called participant
observation, is, from one point of view,
impossible, because it is impossible to do both
at the same moment in time, and because
participation inevitably involves altering what
would have otherwise happened had the
anthropologist not been there to participate.
Most anthropologists working today
acknowledge this, but rather than bemoan the
logical impossibility of their method and their
"lack of objectivity," they take great pains to
describe the nature of their involvement with
whomever and whatever they are studying.
Many even argue that the detailed knowledge
and empathy they develop through their
personal experiences and relationships are
absolutely crucial to deepening their understan
ding.

This brings us to the second term in need
of defining: personal. It is actually a complica
ted term because it is in some ways a paradoxi
cal concept. 1bis paradox is evident in its
origins, as it derives from the Latin term for the
mask worn by an actor, persona. Persona in
its original sense is both a means of revealing
the identity of the character being played and
concealing the identity of the player. In current
use, when someone declares that their reason
for doing something is "personal," they are
often at once stating that the full explanation for
their actions is highly individual and "private,"
and at the same time letting it be known that
there is some secret that is the key to explaining
their behavior. To label reasons for one's
actions "personal" is also to signal that they are
particularly compelling; to do so not only
shields ones motives from scrutiny but marks
ones actions as somehow personally unavoid
able. As this is an essay intended for publica
tion, I am obviously not using the term
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"personal" in a secretive sense, but rather in its
individual sense, and in the sense that personal
motives are particularly motivating in the way
that "personal convictions" are ideas to which
one has particularly strong attachments. What
then, is the personal path through which I came
to be interested in Newar culture, and how is
this related to the theoretical questions that
motivate my research?

As a means of further explicating what I
mean by personal and paying tribute to the
teacher who fIrst introduced me to anthropo
logy, I will begin the tale of how I came to be
dyah wae ("god crazy") with my social studies
teacher in ninth grade, which is to say at the age
of fourteen. Mrs. Atamian taught "World
Civilization" and had the most all-encompassing
and, in retrospect, revolutionary concept of
civilization I have yet encountered, for it
included Australopithicines and other early
hominids that are not generally associated with
writing, state societies, dense populations and
other conventional markers of the "civilized." It
was only in my senior year while contemplating
where I wanted to go· to college that I
questioned the wisdom of what seemed to be
the inevitable trajectory of studying biology or
some other "hard" science, and thought back to
what it was that I enjoyed studying most for its
own sake rather than for the purpose of
garnering a credential or preparing to learn
something else. Mrs. Atamian's Australopithi
cines immediately came to mind, for I had
devoted countless completely unnecessary
hours (in terms of their impact on my grade)
reading about them and other early hominids.
In retrospect, I am not sure how to account for
this fascination, though I suspect it had to do
with the fundamental problem of determining
the ways in which humans differ from other
animals, a problem that was becoming more
vexing the fuzzier the distinction became a~ my
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knowledge of human history grew. For the
fIrst time, anthropology seemed like an entirely
logical, if utterly impractical choice of discipline
to pursue. My reasons for pursing anthropo
logy were from the outset highly personal in the
sense that they reflected my individual
inclinations (rather than my environment, in
which sciences like chemistry and biology
dominated in any number of ways) and they
were uniquely compelling.

No account of my present interests would
be complete without mention of another teacher
whose influence met with my inclinations in a
particularly powerful way: Rafe Jenanyan, my
French teacher in my last two years of high
schooL Seven previous years of conjugating
French verbs and otherwise wringing the life
out of a beautiful language made it unlikely that
a teacher of French could have such a powerful
influence at that point in my career. Rafe
somehow located this language in French
culture in a vital way, and gave me a glimpse of
the possibilities of experiencing another culture
as a speaker of its language. My appetite for
cultural alterity had already been whetted by the
extraordinary packages of wondrous things that
my Aunt Ruth would send at Christmas from
Turkey, Mexico, Germany, or wherever the Air
Force stationed her. It is thus testimony to my
aunt's creative generosity, my parents' love of
Europe, and Rafe's extraordinary teaching
abilities and friendship (not to speak of the war
in Vietnam) that my fIrst choice of location for
my higher education was Paris and my second
Montreal. Parental guidance led me across the
St. Lawrence rather than the Atlantic, and to
McGill University rather than La Sorbonne.

McGill University accommodated my
interests in biology and anthropology, and I
pursued both until I discovered what sort of
students I would be compelled to study with
were I to continue in biology. For the most part
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they were studying biology in order to become
doctors: prestigious members of the upper
echelons of society. They were single-minded
in their dedication to their studies, but their
motivation for studying didn't seem to lie in the
material they worked so hard to absorb, and,
with several notable exceptions, they weren't
particularly interesting to talk to. Most anthro
pology students, on the other hand, seemed to
be fascinated with what they were learning.
Many were (like myself) disenchant- ed with
the society in which they lived, and hoped
through anthropology to learn of other human
possibilities. They were also refreshingly
unruly, had a tendency to question professors,
and in many instances aspired to be effectively
subversive either in transforming their own
society or in mitigating the effects of their
society's colonialism, imperialism, or economic
domination upon others. These were all topics
of central concern in Quebec in particular and
Canada in general, which Pierre Vallieres had
recently described as a victim of cocacoloni
zation.' Anthropology professors also seldom
held classes at eight in the morning. So anthro
pology it was to be.

Montreal in the early seventies proved to
be fascinating in ways that no one could have
predicted for an anthropologist in the making.
McGill was a place that attracted foreign
students from all over the world, and I soon
found myself with many Latin American
friends who began to convince me that the
United States was not, in fact, the center of the
world. After fIrst resisting this heretical notion,
I came to embrace it with relief. I became a
Latin Americanist partly because of my desire
to better understand my often perplexing new
friends, in part because these same friends
served as convenient cultural informants, and in
part because of the problems Latin Americans
faced as a result of American foreign policy.
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Though the war in Vietnam had made American
foreign policy a matter of central concern for me
and most of my friends, living in Quebec
provided another, more nuanced perspective
from which to observe the less spectacular
atrocities committed by our government on a
day-to-day basis.

Quebec's declaration of martial law in
response to the Front de Liberation Quebec's
kidnapping of a Quebec Minister and a British
diplomat in my fIrst year brought into startling
relief another kind of struggle that was not only
about inequity and power, but also about
cultural identity and language. As one deprived
of my civil rights and, according to new
standards, legally incarcerable for a period of up
to seven months without trial by virtue of
utterly innocuous actions such as listening to
FLQ speakers and knowing FLQ members, my
understanding of the potentially arbitrary nature
of state power became personalized in new
ways. It was through one of my Latin
American friends that I became aware that the
experience of seeing such manifestations of
power could be utterly different, even for
people of similar political persuasions. One
morning as my friend Javier and I were walking
down University Street from our dormitory
perched on Mount Royal, we saw a half-tread
military vehicle with a manned 50nun machine
gun roar past. I was stunned, and certain that
this was the harbinger of a violent revolutionary
reaction on the part of "the people." Javier, on
the other hand, smiled with nostalgic
recognition, and expressed his delight at seeing
this reminder of his hometown, Bogota. My
understanding of the ways in which power was
located, deployed, and experienced clearly
required serious reconsideration, and the
politics of identity and language demanded my
attention. Quebec and my fellow students at
McGill effectively de-eentered my world in
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radical ways.
Another motivation for my studying in

Montreal was my love for cities. As a child of
the suburbs who headed into Cambridge and
Boston at every opportunity, the prospect of
actually living in a city was exciting. Montreal
fed my appetite for cultural diversity in a way
few other cities in North America could, for this
was no melting pot, but a smorgasbord in
which third generation immigrants still spoke
their native languages at home, and in which
one could walk for blocks hearing as much
Portuguese, Polish, Hungarian, and Yiddish as
French or English. Peter C.W. Gutkind, the
famous Africanist and urban anthropologist
introduced me to the new field of urban
anthropology, and raised the prospect for me of
actually doing research in the kinds of places I
already loved, and getting in at the ground level
in a relatively new anthropological enterprise
while doing so. Urban anthropology challeng
ed many of what were anthropology's comfort
able conventions at the time, such as how one
defined a "community" or "society" and how
one pursued a "holistic" approach to studying a
place that a million people called home. It also
forced anthropologists to cope with levels of
diversity and rates of change among their
subjects that could not be as easily ignored as in
studies of the rural places that were most
commonly the subjects of their research. Living
in Montreal and trying to think about it in
anthropological terms made it exciting and
imperative to rethink certain anthropological
conventions and methodolgies: problems with
which I continue to grapple.

A course on the sociology of knowledge,
which examined knowledge as a product of

social construction' raised questions (very much
in the air at the time) about how features of
contemporary society, particularly mass-media
and the marketplace, might have implications
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for the ways in which we experience and defme
reality. These interests, which were in retrospect
highly postmodem (but certainly not original),
prompted me to wonder about the cultural
impact upon perception itself. One of the areas
of perception that anthropologists had begun to
explore in some depth was the perception of

space, in the new field called proxemics. 7 The
experimental housing project called Habitat '67,
designed by Moshe Safdie and built on a small
island in the St. Lawrence for Expo '67,
provided me with an ideal place in which to
combine my interests in urban settings and
perception. It was one of my first research
sites. Contrary to my expectations, most
inhabitants in this radically modem develop
ment made of concrete were rather well to do,
and I found myself engaged in what was later to
be called "studying up," that is, conducting
research among those most empowered by
wealth in society rather than focusing primarily
on the disadvantaged, as anthropologists had
traditionally done. While sipping good scotch in
the living rooms of chief executives and
prominent musIcians in the course of
conducting interviews, it occurred to me that
this was a segment of society that must be better
understood if one was ever to understand
another rather important dimension of social
diversity and conflict: class. The striking socio
cultural diversity of Montreal and my first
forays into anthropological research there surely
conspired to persuade me that somehow
anthropology should fmd a way to consider the
diverse perspectives found in any society
without abandoning fme-grained "thick"
descriptive ethnography. 8

My first course in anthropological theory
was stunningly boring: a history of ideas
divorced from the motivating circumstances
through which they were created.One highlight
of the course, however, was a guest lecturer in
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the person of Bernard Arcand, a recent graduate
of Cambridge University who had worked with
Edmund Leach, Britain's most outspoken
advocate of France's Levi-Straussian structural
ism. His lecture introduced me to an entirely
different way of thinking about space. It was a
demonstration of structuralist principles of
analysis that used as its subject matter the way
Cuiva of Amazonian Colombia conceived the
world in which they lived. I found my way into
one of Professor Arcand's classes, and read
much more of Levi-Strauss, who argued that
Native American myths recorded from the
Northwest coast to Tierra del Fuego could be
understood as various elaborations on common
themes that were built upon shared structural
principles. Myths that were, on the surface,
about jaguars and fabulous creatures that could
change form and bring light or darkness to the
world, were, at a deeper level, intellectual
attempts to resolve contradictions that people
face in day-to-day life. The key to understand
ing the important (and concealed) meanings of
these myths was to discover the ways in which
they were structured: how different parts of the
story and different characters in it were related
in structural, and very often oppositional terms.
The best way for getting at the structural
'bones" of any particular myth was to analyze
several different versions, for comparison
among them would reveal the critical "relations
between relations" that carried their ultimate
meaning. 9 Here Levi-Strauss was working out
a way to understand variation in human culture
in terms of human commonality, and doing so
by considering the very structure of human
thought. This held great appeal for someone
interested in cultural diversity and perception.

One problem with this work was that I
could never predict how Levi-Strauss would
analyze a particular myth. I could see general
regularities in the analytic method, but when it
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came to using it, it seemed that some
interpretations were little more than products of
Levi-Strauss's virtuosic cleverness. In a sense,
Levi-Strauss expressed an awareness of this
problem when he said that his own analyses
were "myths of myths": other versions of the
myths themselves, but this did not satisfy my
desire for analytic rigor. This dissatisfaction led
me to try to relate work on the psychology of
perception (which I presumed was based on
sound, verifiable, scientific technique), to Levi
Strauss's ideas about human thought. Unfortu
nately, the psychology of perception could not
explain the kinds of structural regularities
revealed in structuralist analyses, and the bridge
that I had hoped to build between these two
fields turned out to be two paper pylons with
only loose strands of conjecture tying them
together. My desire to better understand a
rarified realm of thought, such as myth, in
relation to more mundane aspects of human
existence did not die with this effort, however.

After graduating from college, working,
and traveling a bit in Mexico, I applied to
graduate school and left for Asia. The trip was
to be a kind of acid test of my decision to
pursue anthropology. South Asia was the
perfect destination, as I knew virtually nothing
about it, didn't speak anything like any of the
relevant languages, and was sure to experience
profound culture shock. I had absolutely no
intention of pursuing any formal studies on the
region, for I felt that it had far too much history,
far too many languages, and far too much
diversity for anyone to manage. In other words,
it was going to be, I was sure, far too much of a
good thing. I would use my travels as a test to
see if anthropology was for me, but I would
actually pursue it in Latin America, as I was,
after all, a Latin Americanist. Nepal put an end
to all such practicality.

I can still recall vividly the moment I first
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stepped into Kathmandu's Darbar square. It
was after a long bus ride from Birganj and
some of the worst food I had ever eaten the
night before, both of which, I am sure,
contributed to the glory of the moment. To put
it simply, I was stunned. It was my fIrst taste
of what I would discover to be a wondrous
amalgam of extraordinary architecture and an
intensely social urban life, and the effects of
cocacolonialization were scarcely in evidence at
this fIrst encounter. It is commonplace to the
point of cliche to say it, but I, like many others,
became struck by the ways in which religion
seemed to be a part of the texture of everything,
from human interaction, to buildings, to the
flow of traffIc. Divisions between the sacred
and profane that I would expect to fInd were
simply not there, and others that I did not
anticipate would surprise me, usually making
themselves known by some transgression on
my part. The extraordinary thing about religion
was that, in many ways, there was nothing
extraordinary about it. . But, of course, in its
details, it was utterly extraordinary.

My determination to experience Nepal
unfettered by preconceptions or touristic
programs was overcome by a small boy in
Mangal Bazar, who, along with the usual pitch
for showing me the Mahabuddha temple,
"golden temple," and so on, asked, "Do you
want to see festival?" This child's fateful
intervention led me to research that has
occupied me for nearly two decades. The festi
val in question was the chariot procession of
BungadyaJ:t. The chariot was stuck in what I
now know to be Thaine, on a road that was then
dirt. The obvious question, why hundreds of
people would pull a chariot over sixty feet high
and weighing several tons through the narrow
streets of Patan is one that occupies me still.

While in Nepal, I received word that the
graduate program in anthropology at Columbia
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University had accepted me as a doctoral stu
dent. In my fIrst semester there, I took a course
on the anthropology of art with Professor
Alexan-der Alland, which gave me an excuse to
further explore the festival I had seen in Nepal,
as it was a kind of performative art that
involved artistic creativity. Writing about this
topic at this time with this professor was to
prove highly fortuitous. Father John Locke's
work on the chariot festival had just been
acquired by the library of the School for
International Affairs, and though Locke
modestly described it as based on limited
secondary sources and "a bare minimum of

rather hurried original research,"" it was a
gold-mine of information from my perspective
and made my project of considering the
symbolic meanings of Bungadya's chariot
feasible. Remarkably, Dor Bahadur Bista
happened to be a visiting scholar at the
Southern Asian Institute that year, and
graciously allowed me to interview him as a
locally available "native informant," the
beginning of a long friendship, in spite of his
misgivings about my interest in Newar culture 
an interest that he felt perpetuated ethnic
distinctions that were impediments, in his eyes,
to development.

My interest in Newar culture, fIrst ignited
in Darbar square the year before, became
intensifIed as I learned (through reading Locke
and fairly fruitless library searches) that
remarkably little anthropological research about
Newars had been done given their promine?ce
in Nepalese history. Part of the reason for this,
undoubtedly, was that anthropology had only
relatively recently ventured into urban areas,
and tended to concentrate on peoples at the
periphery of state societies. Reflecting this
tendency, much of the anthropological work at
this time had focused on small Newar villages.
The most prolifIc ethnographer of Newars to
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date, Gemrd Toffin, had published on Panauti
and Pyiingao, and produced an ethnography
that dealt with the second of these, a relatively
small and remote village, as a whole. ll Others
who had produced ethnographic work that
encompassed entire villages include Ulrich
Muller, who had produced an ethnography of
Thimi, Linda ntis who had published on
Bandipur, a largely Newar town outside the
Kathmandu valley, and a Danish team of social
scientists had written on the human ecology of

Bungamati.12 In her contribution to the multi
ethnic and multi-locale study of the status of
women in Nepal, Bina Pradhan focused on the
village of Bulu, only ten minutes' walk away
from Pyiingai5, and a tiny village of about 500
people at the time." Finally, Hiroshi Ishii had
published on a small village about seven
kilometers outside Kathmandu that he called
"Satepa", where he concerned himself primarily
with issues of social change. 14 To the extent
that ethnographers and other researchers had
focused on the larger cites of the Kathmandu
Valley as units of study, they tended to consider
them and their architecture in terms of their
organization around religious principles and
ritual practices, the work of Niels Gutschow
being the most extensive in this area. I

'

Other work, whether situated in the larger
towns or small villages, was topically oriented,
and occasionally the precise ethnographic
context of the research conducted remained
unclear or deliberately obscured for the sake of
maintaining the confidentiality of those
described. To put it rather roughly, the major
themes that had emerged in the published
literature in the social sciences on Newars prior
to my arrival in Nepal in early 1982 were
religious ritual, various aspects of Buddhist
belief and practice, religious festivals, caste,
kinship, the Newar language, art and
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architecture, and other more mundane features
of Newar material culture. Among those studies
devoted to ritual, many focused on life-cycle
rites as performed by members of particular
Newar castes. 16Articles dealing with Newar
Buddhism often dealt with the apparently
anomalous status of the Buddhist ritual
practitioner and absence of monks/' just as
articles dealing with caste often debated
apparently anomalous features attributed to
Newar caste hierarchy, such as its dual nature
and the possibility of mobility within the

system.18 Literature that aspired to make gene
ral statements about Newar society and culture
also demonstrated the diversity to be found
within Newar culture, even if they did not
explicitly problematize it. Gopal Singh Nepali's
book, The Newars, published in 1965, was the
only major anthropological work available at the
time that attempted to encompass Newar society
as a whole. Based primarily on work he had
done in Kathmandu and the village of Panga, it
frequently makes generalizations that more
modern scholarship would question, but it also
provides numerous examples that demonstrate
the difficulties that making such generalizations
entails. 19 In sum, important work that was vital
to the success of my own research had been
done, but there was much left to do. 20 I felt that
it was particularly important to do research in
one of the major cities of the Kathmandu Valley
in a way that encompassed more of the diversity
within it while at the same time deploying the
intimate participant observation method to its
full advantage.

In my second year at Columbia my interest
in pursuing Newar studies was further
intensified by another professor, whom I came
to know as a result of my idle perusal of the
"N" section of the Columbia course catalogue,
where I was stunned to fmd Nepali being
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offered by Professor Theodore Riccardi. My
travels and my studies in anthropology had
powerfully confirmed what I had learned from
Rafe Jenanyan years before: that language
provided an extraordinary window into culture,
and learning the native language(s) of those
whom I was to study would be essential to the
success of my research. It had never occurred
to me that Nepali would be offered as a regular
course anywhere in this country. I would like
to think that I would have eventually discovered
this as the result of a deliberate search on my
part in preparation for doing fieldwork, but pure
chance led me to fmding it as soon as I did. It
was sheer generosity on Professor Riccardi's
part that allowed me to begin Nepali in my
second year, for I was to be his only student at
the introductory level, a level he had not
intended to teach that semester. I showed him
my paper on Bungadya's chariot, which he
kindly said he found interesting, but suggested I
"sit on" for a while rather than attempt to
publish. Though the class was in Nepali, Ted's
knowledge of and fascination with Newar
culture immediately became apparent and
infectious. He was preparing Todd Lewis of
the Religious Studies Department for doctoral
research among Tuladhars of Ason, partly a~ a
consequence of his long friendship with the late
"Dad" Tuladhar, owner and proprietor of the
Panorama Hotel. I recall vividly how, in a
conversation about Bungadya the topic of his
sikhara style Bungamati temple came up, and
Ted said, "if we were there now, we would go
to Bungamati and take at look at that temple."
Getting to Nepal to do research suddenly
seemed not only feasible, but also inevitable.

Columbia's anthropology department was
then, as it seems always to be, a place of many
perspectives and frequent debates. This suited
me perfectly, of course. Perhaps the main
division in the department at that time was
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between those who embraced a "cultural
materialist" theoretical perspective, and those
who did not. The most diametrically opposed
to the cultural materialist perspective were those
who were, in various ways, sympathetic to
Levi-Strauss's structuralism or developments
that derived from it. Among the faculty,
cultural materialism was propounded most
energetically and famously (and, perhaps,
exclusively) by Marvin Harris. It is a theoreti
cal perspective that asserts that the most
effective means of explaining human behavior
and thought is to understand how they serve
humans in their quest to meet their material
needs, particularly their need for food. From
this point of view, apparently "irrational" beliefs
and behaviors such as those related to the
sacredness of the cow in India, can be
understood as a kind resource management
strategy that remains unknown to those who
use it. After all, Hindus explain that they do not
eat beef because cows are manifestations of the
goddess Laksmi, among other reasons. The
cultural materialist mode of explaining things
took as its inspiration a fairly simplistic
interpretation of Marxian theory, and garnered
extensive popular appeal by virtue of the ways
in which it appeared to "demystify" certain
curious cultural traits. Opponents of this theory
complained that it overlooked the importance of
ideology in shaping the very environment that
cultural materialists held to be so deterministic,
and the fact that human beings often behaved in
ways that were actually quite self-destructive
with respect to the resources upon which they
depended.

I go through the trouble of laying this
controversy out because it revolved around the
very problem that I had tried to approach in
college: how can one relate aspects of human
behavior and thought that are reflected in things
like myth, and which seem quite removed from
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material considerations, to more concrete
aspects of human life? Neither side of this
debate seemed to have a satisfactory answer,
but the professor who had provided me an
opportunity to write about the festival I had just
seen in Nepal would also introduce me to a way
of thinkillg about it that worked at resolving this
polarized debate between those who emphasiz
ed the importance of material circumstance and
those who stressed the significance of ideology.

Alex Alland, who had attended Levi
Strauss's seminar on structuralism at fEcole des
Hautes Etudes in Paris at the invitation of
Marshall Sahlins 2

\ had recently become
interested in another French theoretical
development known as Structural Marxism, and
offered a seminar on the topic. This perspective
sought to understand material conditions and
ideology as interrelated in mutually influential
ways. It argues that, though any given physical
environment obviously places absolute
restrictions on the range of human activities
possible within it (wet rice agriculture in the
Sahara, for example, is clearly not a viable
option), it is not possible to account for all
human activity within a given environment on
the basis of the constraints it imposes and
possibilities it offers. There is nearly always an
important element of choice in what people do,
including what they eat, hunt, and grow. In
fact, this theoretical perspective recognized that
ideologically based motives could compel
people to alter their physical environments,
making the relationship between environment
and ideology rather complex. For example,
Jonathan Friedman's re-analysis and expansion
of Edmund Leach's work in Burma" showed
that compelling ideas about status and gifts
influenced productive activities, which, in tum,
actually altered the environment in which people
lived. Structural Marxists had a better unders
tanding of Marx than did the Cultural Material
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ists, for they understood that Marx was not
simply a material determinist. Rather than port
raying humans as driven primarily by a quest
for protein, they saw that Marx understood
humans to be also compelled by creative and
social needs that were being denied in the
industrial economy of his time." This made it
possible for Structural Marxists to see
relationships between Marxist theory and
Structuralist theory that others had missed.24

This perspective was highly appealing to me
because it seemed to offer a nuanced solution to
a fundamental problem that had seized my
attention in a variety of ways for a very long
time: the relationship between the intangible
realm of human thought and the concrete
circumstances in which humans live. It also
gave me a way of thinking about the chariot
festival that I thought could be highly
productive.

While studying Nepali with Professor
Riccardi, he let me know that Professor Alex
Wayman of his department was at that moment
reviewing John Locke's doctoral thesis on
Karuniimaya as an outside reader, and arranged
for me to read it. This work did not expand
significantly on his article on BungadyaI:t's
chariot festival, but focused more on the rituals
connected with the closely related deity,
JanabahadyaJ:1, and the overall history of what
he called "the cult" of Karunamaya. Both of
these aspects of his work helped me to
formulate my own research, for two things
became quite clear. The historical material
showed that accounts for the origins of the
festival shifted through time in ways that
seemed to fit with their politico-historical
contexts, and the series of ritual observations
and accounts of origins associated with each of
the five major Lokdwars honored by
Kathmandu valley Newars (BungadyaJ:1,
NaladYal!, JanabahadyaI:t, CobahadyaJ:1, and
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CakwadyaJ.1) varied from one another in
interesting ways. Thinking in Structural Marxist
terms, it seemed to me that just as accounts of
origins have changed shift through time, so
must they vary according to the material
circumstances of those who offer them.
Locke's work made it very clear that the
devotees who came to honor BungadyaJ.1 varied
widely with respect to caste, class, religion, and
other sociocultural variables. My idea was to
understand how participants' ideas about
BungadyaJ.1 and his festival varied with respect
to their background or, to put it slightly
differently, their microenvironment. 25 Taking a
tip from Levi-Strauss, I would also carefully
examine the annual festivals of all five of these
Lokeswars in order to better understand the
basic principles upon which they were
structured. This seemed like a good project
because it would provide a better answer to that
question that had presented itself when I first
saw the festival (Why do people do this?), since
it would accommodate a range of answers that
would more fully acknowledge the diversity of
people who make the festival possible. It also
seemed to me to have the potential for better
understanding Newar culture in general, for as
we have seen, most of the studies thus far had
focused on particular sorts of Newars living in
particular places, and collectively they showed
that there was substantial variation among
Newars with respect to marriage patterns,
religious beliefs, social hierarchies, and so on.

So, I proposed to do research on the chariot
festival that would: (I) provide a better
understanding of the festival by explaining how
such diverse people could all come to
collaborate in its performance, and by showing
how festivals for very closely related deities

varied from place to place;" (2) provide a
means of better understanding what generalities
could be made about Newar culture, as the
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festival involved a wide diversity of Newars,
and (3) use a theoretical perspective in a kind of
context in which it had not yet been deployed.
To put this in more "personal" terms, this
research would allow me to explore something
that intrigued me (the chariot festival) and to do
so in a manner that would help me to work on a
theoretical problem that I had been grappling
with in various forms for a very long time (the
relationship between ideas and the material
circumstances in which they develop). It would
also allow me to do this in an urban environ
ment - a sort of place I had always loved and in
a particular place that I had recently come to
love. My personal motives for studying the
chariot festival in particular and Newar culture
in general were at once personal (they were
compelling and reflected my individuality) and
theoretical (in the sense that they pertained to
broader issues through which my work could
inform the work of others).

This research and the friends I made while
doing it also led me to other interests that were
equally compelling: another example of the
complex relationship between ideas and material
circumstance, I suppose. For example, I had
initially planned to focus on variations in
accounts of the origins of the chariot festival
that different people offered, but I soon
discovered that repeatedly asking about its
origins only made me look foolish and missed
the point. What people who did the "god's
work" (dya~-yii jyii) were interested in talking
about was how they and their ancestors came to
be involved in the festival. Their explanations
of their roles in the festival engaged religious
ideology, caste, class, gender and other
dimensions of who they were in complex ways,
and compelled me to focus more thorougWy on
theoretical problems concerning personal
identity.

Montreal had prepared me to understand the
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critical relationship between language and
cultural identity and appreciate the practical
importance of speaking Nepal Bhiishii (the
language of Newars) for my research. To do
research among Newars in Nepali in the early
1980's seemed as inappropriate to me as
working with Quebecoise in English would
have been in the early 1970's. I was not
prepared, however, for the extraordinary
hospitality and encouragement that even my
earliest faltering attempts to speak the Newar
language would elicit. These interactions, the
Nepal Sambat nhu dii (new year) processions, 27

and other experiences in the early 1980's vividly
demonstmted to me the degree to which Newars
felt that their cultural heritage was under threat.
This, and the new politics of identity that has
emerged since the jana (indolan (people's
movement) of 1990 have prompted me to direct
my attention to the ways in which ethnic
identities are being reconceptualized and
renegotiated in the context of democratization.
So my interests in the subtleties of personal
identity construction and the politics of ethnicity
(which are obviously· interrelated) are both
products of my learning about the priorities and
passions of those Newars with whom I have
studied. 28

Since writing my dissertation, I have
become interested in trying to better understand
what might be genuinely new about what has
been variously called postmodemity, the global
economy, late capitalism and so on.29 Part of
this interest is spurred by my knowledge of
Nepal, where international cultural influences
have long been felt, and where these influences
have long been evident in sometimes surprising
ways. I often hear colleagues declare certain
kinds of situations to be new, or "postmodern,"
that I know to be quite old in Nepal. I often
want to ask, "New for whom? The anthropolo
gist or those she studied? Whose voice are you
Newii~ Vijiiiina -4

listening to?" Another reason for my interest in
sorting out what might be really new about the
em in which we live is the apparently dmmatic
rate of change occurring in some aspects of life
in Nepal today. This new interest has caused
me to look back at my research on the chariot
festival with new eyes, and to look forward to a
new research project.

Looking back at my work on the chariot
festival, I realized that I had pursued what I
would now call a postmodern problem. As I
noted at the beginning of this essay, according
to many of its commentators, part of the
postmodern condition is that explanations for
things are understood to be inevitably enmeshed
in particular political, cultural, and social
contexts, thus making it problematic to privilege
only one point of view. In anthropology this
has manifested itself in new attempts to give
voice to multiple perspectives, which anthropo
logists have described as attending to
"polyphony" or "heteroglossia"30. I was quite
surprised when a recent graduate student
congratulated me on my completely "postmod
ern" dissertation - something that I had not
intended to write, but which a graduate student
ten years later saw as such. I had, after all,
"attended to the voices" not only of priests, but
carpenters, potters, painters, and others who
played critical roles in the festival. What I
experience in Nepal continues to shape what I
feel compelled to understand about Nepal and
the world and my ways of trying to understand
them (my theoretical perspective).

Looking forward, I am now conducting
research on recent transformations at religious
sites in the Kathmandu valley. Just as I was
stunned to see Darbar square when I fIrst set
foot into it nearly a quarter of a century ago, so
I was stunned many times upon returning to
Nepal in 1998 after six years of absence, but
this time it was not the sight of the old but of
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the new that surprised me. Swayambhu is being
surrounded by a mane wall featuring brilliantly
colored stupas, and a fifty-one foot tall Buddha
has risen at its northern flank, the temple at
Jana biihii is being covered in 108
extraordinary gold-gilt Lokdwar images, an
entirely new baM and stupii is built on the
summit of Pulcowk, /fju Dyah's tiled temple in
Indracowk is being rebuilt from the ground up,
and on and on. My reactions to developments
like these have ranged from delight to horror:
delight at seeing so many contribute to religious
works as they have done for centuries, and
horror at some of the destruction that seems to
come with construction. As friends in Nepal
send e-mails telling me of more and more
developments at religious sites, I am convinced
that the Kathmandu Valley is seeing a flurry of
construction and renovation at religious sites the
likes of which it has never seen before. Is
something genuinely new going on here? Or are
these things simply the products of the age-old
impulse to transform sacred sites through
devotional activity? Are these developments at
religious sites related in My way to the new
politics of identity? I want to understand these
things for personal reasons that are theoretical
and theoretical reasons that are deeply personal.

Postscript:
Four hours after my arrival in Nepal this

summer, the royal family was decimated by a
tragedy that has no precedent in world history.
Though it was not my intent to study the role of
royalty in Nepal today, circumstances demand
ed it. One of the aspects of the chariot festival
that led me to study it was the role played by the
king and beliefs about the links between the fate
of the king, kingdom, and festival. The festival
put in relief ideas about the king and kingdom,
and since 1991, the elected government as well.
The recent massacre also brought such ideas to
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the surface and has compelled many to
reconsider them. I will reassess some of the
theoritical tools I used to understand the nature
of the Hindu Kingdom as it was revealed in the
context of the festival of BungdyaJ.!, and will be
looking for new theoretical tools to understand
what it means to live in the Hindu Kingdom of
Nepal. This investigation will also be deeply
personal as I am compelled to understand the
baffling array of reactions that emerged from
my friends and acquaintances as well as from

myself.
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Notes
1. For the sake of simplicity for the non-specialist, well

known names have been rendered, for the most part, withollt
diacritics in conventional forms, hence Svayambhu is here
rendered Swayambhu, and Bu'tlgadyaJ; is here rendered
BungadYaQ. Widely used Sanskrit or Ncwar words have also
been rendered in conventional form, hence saJrlgha is here
sangha. I have retained the authors' own transliterations and
speUings in citations of their works, as Newar spelling is far
fromconven-tionalized. The final short 'a' is rarely pronounc
ed in Nepal Bhashii, and is therefore omitted unless the
Sanskrit fonn is used. Nasalization ofa vowel is indicated by a
following 'lp,' and, finally, '1)' is used to indicate the
prolongation of the vowel that precedes it, indicated in Nepal
Bhasha with the visarga.

2. Here I am alluding specifically to writings by RosaJdo
(1989). Desjarlais (1992), and Belmonte (1989), respectively,
in which these authors have all explicitly written about their
retlections on their relationships with those whom they
studied. These are just a few among many possible examples
of those who have published on this issue.

3. Anthropology is conventionally divided into the fOUf
disciplines of Linguistics, Archeology, Physical
Anthropology, and Socia-Cultural anthropology, the latter
involving the study of the culture and society of living
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populations, typically through the used of extended periods
of participant-observation research.

4. Williams 1983 (Pp. 316·3 17)
5. Vallieres 1965
6. Berger and Luckman's The Social Construction of

Knowledge (1966) was a key text at the time.
7. One of the most inl1uential works on this topic at the

time was Edward T. Hall's. The Hidden Dimension (1966).
8. This refers to Clifford Geertz's influent.ial essay, "Thick

Description: Toward an Inkrpretivc Theory of Culture,"
(1973) in which he examines the limitations and possibilities
for the study of culture, anti whose thinking in this essay has
certainly intluenced my own regarding these issues. In
retrospect, 1 am sure that my early admiration for Gregory
Bateson's Navcn (1958), which examines lat111u1 ritual in New
Guinea from several alternative theoretical perspectives as well
as from multiple indigenous points of view had everytJling to
do with being in Montreal when I was. 1 have persued this
particular theoretical problem in my article, Envisioning
Identity. (2000)

9. TIle simplest example of this kind of analysis
produced by Levi-Strauss is to be found in his essay

"lbe Structural Study of Myth" (1963)
10. Lucke 1977, pp. vii-viii.
11. See Toffin 1977 and Rarre d a11982.
12. See MUller 1981, Iltis 1980, and Lotz ct al 1974.

Davies et al (1981) had also published a book on the town of
Kirtipur dealing primarily Witil development issues.

13. See Pradhan 1981.
14. See Ishii 1980a, 1980b, and 1972.
15. See Gutschow ]975 and 1977a, Gutschow and

Bajracharya 1977, and Gutschow and Shrestha 1975.
Herdick (1977) had published the firs! of what were to
become many articles on this .topic, and Jha (1978), Toffin
( 1981), K6lver (1976) had also written on the subject, as had
Sck]er (1979), whose interest in Ncwar architecture and use of
space in urban contexL" had begun to have an enonnous
impact OIl architectural preservation in the valley. Taffin and
his colleagues had also turned their attention to the use of
space in the domestic sphere (Barre et al 1977: Toffin et al
1981; LePort 1981).

16. See Bajracharya 1959, 1960, 1972, Toffin 1979a,
1975c. Locke's 1975 article on Buddhist initiation rites
includes those that could be considered life-eycle rites as well
as other of a more optional nature. Articles on other kinds of
religious ritual perfonned in guthi contexts that had been
published before 1982 include Toffin 1976b, Vergati-Stahl
1979, and Tuladhar 1979. Other topics covered within the
category of religion include the Komari, to whom fOUf pjeces,
including Allen'5 important work, had been devoted by 1981
(See Allen 1975, MOiwen 1974. Natani and Omura 1977, and
Vergati-Stahl 1980); religious aspects of the monarchy
(Vergati-Stahl 1981, Toffm 1979b), and religious
synchretism (Lienhard 1978a,h).

17. See Allen 1973 and Greenwold 1973a&b and 1974.
Snellgrove (1957) had raised some of these issues much
earlier, and Kloppenberg's important 1977 article provided a
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history of Theravada <.-Titiques of Ncwar Vajrayiina
Buddhism.

18. Wilh regard to these debates about caste, sec
Greenwold 1977a and 1981, Rosser 1978, and Vergati-Stahl,
1975. Other important early work on ca..,tc in Newar society
includes that of Fiirer-Haimmentlorf (1956, 19600., 1960b)
and Greenwold (1975,1981).

19. TIlOugh produced under the aegis of G.S. Ghurye in
the Department of Sociology at the University of Bombay, his
participant observation approach and ethnographic concerns
make Nepali's work (1965,1960) eminently anthropological.
Nepali identifies the early article by Chattopadhyay (1923) as
perhaps the only work of "some sociological value"on
Ncwars to precede his own (1965:ix), though notes that it is
based entirely on previously published data, largely from the
work of Brian Hodgson (1874), Kirkpatrick (1975[1811]),
Oldfield (1981[1880]), and Sylvain Levi (1905), all of whose
work (especially Levi's) continues to be cited by scholars of
Newar society today. Hosken's (1974) work documents the
architedure and spatial layout of lowns throughout the
Kathmandu valley, and considers the changes taking place
within them.

20. 1110Ugh this is not intended as a comprehensive
literature review of work on Ncwars prior to 1982, I would be
remiss not to note some of the major contributors to the field
in the other topical areas 1 have mentioned. Austin Hale (for
example Hale and Hale 1971, Hale and Shresthacharya 1973),
Kamal Prakash MalIa (l98Ia, 1981h), Tej Raj Kansakiir
(1972,1977, 1981), and Iswaranand Shresthacharya (1976,
1981) (Shresthacharya et al 1971), (Shresthacharya and
Tuladhar 1976) had contributed prodigiously to the linguistic
study of Newar language. Hale and his collaborators had
produced. over twenty works on the topic before 1982.

Among those who had written on Newar festivals were
Gutschow (1976, 1977b), Ko1ver (1976, 1980), Tofrm
(1978a, 1981), Tailhet (1978), Acharya (1971) and
MacDonald (1972). Locke's work on tJlis area has already
been noted. Anderson's survey of Nepalese festivals (1971),
though rather brief with resptX:t to each of the festivals she
covered, and intended for a generaJ audience, has frequently
been cited in scholarly works concerning Newar festivals.

Shresthacharya (1977) and Tofrm (l975e) had
published articles on Newar kinship terminology, and
Dumont had long before in a provocative article considered
whether or not Newar marriage practices were anomalous in
comparison with other South Asian caste societies (1964).

Bernier (1977, 1978, 1979) had published on ~ewar

temple architecture, as had Korn (1976) and Snellgrove
(1961), and Slnsser (1974, 1975) had published some of the
work on this topic that was to culminate in her later magnum
opus, Nepal Mandala (1982). Slusser had also published
on Newar art in collaboration with Gautamavajrn Vajradirya
(1973). Others who had produced work on this topic
included Bernier (1970) and MacDonald and Vergati-Stahl,
whose beautifully illustrated book focused on art of the Malia
period (1979). Traditional artistic techniques also received
attention from AJsop and Charlton (1973), Gutschovy·
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(1976a), and Labriffc (1973),
- Morc mundane aspects of Newar maferial culture had
been considered in works by Charpentier (1973), MOller
(1981), Reinhard (I 969a,h), Hofer (lYRO) and Tanin
(1975b, 1976a). Agricullurdl kchniques and <lssociatcd

material culture had been considered much earlier by
Hodgson, and more recently by Zurick (1981) and Webster
(1981). whose work focused on Newar ideology regarding

lhe use of the plow.
Given the importance of the topic, I must also HOIc !hat

Tnffin, in an obscure but prescient work, examined the now
much investigated subject of identity Jl-::goliation and

constmction over twenty-five years ago (1975a). Numerous
Newars had also published work in Ncwari \vhich was, of
course, not accessible to me before my language lraining in
NepHI, hut which could fairly be described as ethnographic or
otherwise of great interest to anthropologists as dcscriptjve or
analytic material even though the authors were not necessarily
trained in a social science discipline. Heilrraj Shakya's
encyclopedic works on Swaymnbhu (NS 1098) ami linages
of the Buddha (NS 1097), Arnoghabajra BHjracarya's
extensive work on the various fonns of Lokeswar (NS 1099),
and RaIna Kaji Vajracarya's 'Key to Viharas in Nepal' (N.S.
1103), serve ~s just a few examples of Ncwars writing abuut
their own culture in systernHtil,,; ways that elucidated it a.'> well (IS

produced it. Two of Ratna Kaji Vajracarya's latt.-T works,
Newiih Samskii,. Samskrt(vij Tahcii 'Culturdl Heritage of the
Newara' (N.S. 1109) and Jhigll .s'ar!lskrtiyii bvo-glulsii 'Items
of Our Food Culture' (N.5 1102), serve even better as

examples of this genre.
Finally, to reiterate, this review of literature is not

exhaustive, but is a fairly thorough examination of the social
scientific work concerning contemporary Newar culture and
society that had been published as I entered tllC field in the
heginning of 1982. I apologize for any omissions and the
·lnevit.able distortion that occurs when one attempts to

categori:z.e the work of others.
21. One of the most influential anthropologists in the

United Stales and a graduate of the Columbia Department who
pioneered this line of theoretical interest in his seminal work,
Culture and Pmctical Reason (1976), and more recently in

[sfands of lIistory (1985).
22. Freidman 1975, Leach 1965,
23. ll1ese ideas are elaborated most clearly in his concept

of "species being" and "human requirement">" in his
"Economic and Philosophical Manuscripb of 1844" (see

Marx 1978:70-101),
24. The importance of social contmdiction to both

structuralist and Marxian theory also provided an obvious
connection through which to create a synthetic Hpproach

derived from both perspectives.
25. What anthropologists often refer to as "habitus,"

inspired by the work of Bourdicu (1977).
26. This I later developed in my article, "Human Agency

and Divine Power" (1995).
27. 11lt:se processions, often in the form of motorcycle

rallies, celebrated the beginning of the nc\v year (lIhu dil)
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when it occurred according to the iVepiil Sambat calendar
llSed by Ncwars.

28. J was also surprised to see BuJdhist priests who were
honoring an exemplar of compassion officiating at numerous
sacrifices. 11lis compelled me to pursue another line of
research - salTifice ~ and to VvTite about my findings in my
dissertation and in my article entitled "Blood and
Bodhisauv3.'3" (199:-1).

29. Perhaps the most famous and influential of writers on

this topic arc Frederic Jameson (1984) and Jean Fran~ois

Lyotard (1979).
30. See Chvcns 2000:702-705
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How Tibeto Burman Is Nepal Bhasha Today?

Daya R. Shakya
Center For Nepalese Language and Culture

Portland, USA

1.1 Introduction';
Nepal Bhasha1, a language spoken in Nepal Valley (currently known as the Kathmandu

Valley) has been widely used by the ethnic group called Newars living in 61 districts throughout
the country of Nepal. The Newars account for 3.61 percent of total the population of about 20
millions. This language manifests evidence of spoken and written traditions, tracing back to
manuscripts and documents available since Nepal Sambat 234 (1114 AD). Once it was the official
language of Nepal, but in the course of historical changes the title of 'official language' has been
devalued.' Due to the lack of awareness among native speakers, heavy influence of Indo-Aryan
languages, and the monolingual policy of Nepalese government in communication and education,
Nepal Bhasha has been on a course of deviation from its Tibeto -Burman features, and eventually
may face extinction or become a dead language. This paper discusses the problem of deviation due
to the influence of Non Tibeto-Burman languages, including Nepali, English, Sanskrit, Hindi,
Maithili and Pali. Not much work has been done in this field except by a couple of authors, Joshi
(1986) and Newami (1997,1998). Besides this an attempt to trace the root of some Nepal Bhasha

verbs has been undertaken by Hargreaves and Tamot ( 1985)'. They have illustrated some verbs
that relate to Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Burman roots. In addition a case study of language use (
Nepal Bhashii or Nepali) among Udas Newars was conducted by Shrestha (1989/97). My focus in
this paper will be on Non -Tibeto-Burman links.

Before getting into the problems of Nepal Bhasha, it is useful to raise the following questions.
What are the distinctive features of Tibeto-Burman languages? Do they refer to prosodic,
phonemic, morphemic or syntactic features? How is a group of languages distinguished as
Tibeto-Burman or Non-Tibeto-Burman? The questions formulate the key topics in discussion of
the distinctive features of Tibeto--Burman languages spoken in Nepal.

By the end of the 20th century, a Himalayan linguistic studies group had arisen from a large
group of Sino-Tibetan linguists and given birth to the Himalayan Languages Symposium' which
was focused on languages spoken in the Himalayan regions. This group has further specialized
into a group of Tibeto-Burmanists and gathered in a common place to discuss the features of
Tibeto-Burman languages. We have shought to establish more fmnly the specific, precise and
distinctive features which characterize Tibeto--Burman languages without the influence of Non
Tibeto-Burman languages'.
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1.2. Nepal Bhasha as a Tibeto-Burman Language:
Looking at the characteristics of Nepal Bhiishii as a Tibeto-Bunnan language we may come

across the following features:

(I) Prosodic: Nasalization
Phonemic: quality of vowel, vowel length, diphthongs, place and method of articulation,

voicing of consonants, aspiration, breathy voice, gemination of consonants.
Morphemic: Nominal: plurality, gender markings, classifier, case marks, set of numerals

Verbal: tense and person marker (agreement Vs. first and non fust
distinction), nominalization, causativisation, fInite and non-fInite
constructions.

Syntactic: Relativization, complementization, grammaticalization, usage of syntactic
and conjunctive particles etc.

All of these features will be discussed here to examme the influence of the following

languages: Nepali, Sanskrit and English'. Due to the heavy influence of these dominating
languages, the Tibeto-Bunnan features of Nepal Bhiishii have been gradually deviated. Although
this language has a long tradition of written history as well as literature of high level studies, it has
become a matter of interest to fmd out how far Nepal Bhiishii has deviated from the core features
of Tibeto-Burman languages.

Historically, in the eastern tradition, a person is considered qualifIed and educated when he/she
acquires knowledge of Sanskrit or English. This tradition was overwhelmingly admitted in the
past and modern period. Due to this conceptual acceptance any Newar speaker who knows
Sanskrit holds a good reputation in literary society. Therefore, a piece of written and spoken text
by a well-known writer is highly influenced by either Sanskrit or English lexical items either
directly or indirectly. We will discuss this in detail in later sections.

The topic I am discussing here is a little controversial. From the very beginning of study of
Nepalese languages, Nepal Bhiishii has been recognized as a Tibeto-Burman language (Grierson
1909, Shafer 1952 ). However, a look at the influence from other dominating languages such as
Nepali, Hindi, Sanskrit, English, Maithili and Pali, shows that the retention of the core structure of
Tibeto-Burman features is gradually fading from Nepal Bhiishii. This can be verifIed from
classical, colloquial and literal data including the usage of lexis and recorded text and discourse
materials. Such an examination raises the following two questions:

Does Nepal Bhiishii retain the features ofTibeto-Burman languages?
How much influence ofNon Tibeto Burman languages has taken place in Nepal Bhasha ?

The borrowing of lexis from one to another language is a common feature in most situations of
language contact. Similarly, the borrowing of vocabulary from dominating languages is also
common in Nepal Bhiishii. However the question of whether the Nepal Bhiishii has borrowed
vocabulary from those languages or if they originally shared the same 'lOcabulary is an interesting
subject to investigate in the study of language contact.
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2.1 Relationsbip between Nepali and Nepal Bbasba
There is a continual argument on the relationship between Nepali and Nepal Bhasha than

from other Tibeto Burman languages. Both of these languages hold in one way or other 'National
Status' carrying the word 'Nepal' in their names. Whereas typoogically one is Indic and the other
Tibeto-Burman. Well known scholars around the world write the history of the development of
the Nepali language from Pahac!i kura, Parbate kura, Khasa Kura, Pahac!i Bhiisha, Gorkhali
Bhasha and Nepali Bhiisha. The Same scholars consider the development of Nepal Bhasha into
Newari and Newar.

(2) PaIbate --> Pabadi--> Khasha--> Gorkhati--> Nep3li

Historical Development ofNepali

Nepal Bhasha ----->Newan -----> Newar
Historical Development ofNepal Bhiishii

The gradual development of Nepal Bhiishii indicates more influence from the Nepali language.
Shrestha(l989/97) states that the formal and informal usage oflanguage among Udas Newars are
typically Nep-ali and Nepal Bhasha. Currently, it has become difficult for native speakers to sort
out native and non-native vocabulary. Finding a good informant for linguistic analysis is
problematic because many Newars are ignorant of native and core vocabulary7. If a list of
vocabulary already exists in a language, the use of lexical items of the same meaning from other
languages is UPJ1ecessary. For instance, some of the following kinship terms used in Nepal
Bhiishii are unnecessarily borrowed from Nepali and English:

(3)Kinship Vocabulary'
Nepal Bhiishii

lata
dica diiju
tataju/ pi:ta
maleju
kija
bajya
bajye
kaka

Nepal Bhiishii
rna
ba
nini

Nepali
didi
bhinaju
bhauju
malJU
bhai
hajurbii
hajurma
kiikii

English
mommy
daddy
iinty

~

elder sister
bother-in-law
sister-in-law
maternal aunt
y. brother
g. father
g.mother
paternal uncle

.G!.2ss.
mother
father
aunt

The benefit of borrowing these words is that the speaker is considered modem and educated,
a prestigious position in the modem Newar Society. Therefore, a large number of well-educated
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Newars do not use the Nepal Bhasha words in many circumstances.
In the discussion of evolution, the analogy of the chicken or the egg is apt. Which comes first

is still a matter of controversy. Similarly, the conflict between Nepali and Nepal Bhasha writers on
the origination of a set of lexon used in both languages is still ongoing. The following set of words
is shared in both languages.

(4) Ipasala! 'store'

Ijyasala! 'work place'
Ijhyala! ~window'

/kapala! 'forehead'
Imagala! 'sewage'
Idegala! 'temple

Nepali language advocates claim that a word like I jhyaI/ is of Nepali origin (Sapkota : Source:
Roop Rekha :118), whereas a Newar linguist (Mali 1986:111-137) also claims that Nepali
speakers borrowed the word from Nepal Bhasha. The nominative forms of these words in Nepal
Bhasha delete the fmal consonant and maintain the phonological process of compensatory
lengthening of the vowels. When these words take the oblique case marks the fmal consonant
appears and the suffix is added to the underlying form( Hale 1986).

(5) Nominative
Pasah
jyasah
jhyal
kapah
magah
degah
Makah

Locative
Pasala-ye
jyasaIa-ye
jhyiiIa-ye
kapiiIa-ye
magiiIa-ye
degala-ye
makala-ye

Ablative
Pasal-a
jyasal-a
jhyiiI-a
kapaI-a
mangaI-a
degal-a
makal-a

Gloss
store
work place
window
forehead
sewerage
temple
portable fire pot

My arguments for claiming these words are from Nepal Bhasha is that in the Kathmandu
Valley there are several localities which are named with similar words ending with phoneme 1-1/
(Shakya 1998), as follows:

(6) Underlying
/kilagala!
Ichika mugala!
Iten gala!
Isau gala!

Nepali
Kilagal
Cikanmugal
Tengal
Saugal

Nepal Bhashij
KiIaga:
Cikamuga:
Tenga:
Sauga:

Gloss
elephant bam
place of oil pressing
sheep wool supply
place of cow dung supply

In Nepal Bhasha, the suffix Igala! -> [ga:] refers to a place where pet animals or birds {e.g.
Ipha-ga:] 'pig farm' [kha-ga:] 'chicken farm'} are kept as well as a place for working in oil
production, wool supply or cow dung fuel supply etc. In addition, the suffix I ghala! --> [ghah]
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refers to a vessel for reserving liquid substances. In the ancient Kathmandu Valley, it is believed
that several vessels were installed in some localities and eventually those places were named after

the vessels. The names are preserved still today as illustrated in (7) below 9 :

(7) Underlying Form Nepali Nepal Bhasha Underlying Meaning Current Name
woha ghala wongal w6ga: place of silver vessel Indra Chowk
na ghala naghal nagha: place of Iron vessel
sija ghala Sighal sigha: place of Copper vessel
nhOO ghala nhughal nhu:gha: new vessel (made of Stone) Jaisi Degal

What is shown from these examples( 5,6,7) is that the words ending with phoneme 1-1/ are
originally from Nepal Bhasha and have been changed into modem form by maintaining the process
of compensatory lengthening. The Nepali speakers borrowed underlying forms from Nepal
Bhiishii. Etymological]y, the word Igha!al cognates with Ighatal 'vessel' in Sansk~rit and Hindi. The
names of the above localities were in use long before the Nepali language became the vernacular of
Nepali citizens living in the Kathmandu Valley. It is obvious that Nepali speaking people did not
bring names for each and every locality as they migrated from the hills to the valley.

Moreover, it is awkward to talk about the influence of Nepali in Nepal Bhasha; to a large
number of well established high class Newars, it has become fashionable to communicate in
Nepali. The Newars who speak Nepal Bhasha to each other are considered to either be activists
against the government's policy of gradually poisoning Nepal Bhasha or Pundits influenced by
literary people or professional Nepal Bhasha teachers. A large number of Newars do not read or
write Nepal Bhasha at all. To make matter worse, Newar children's learning is modeled by
growing polularity of modem boarding schools that encourage them to chat in English and sing
rhymes in Nepali and English. Parents themselves show a high level of satisfaction in their
children's progress of learning non-native languages. Due to the influence of playmates and the
praise Newar children receive for speaking Nepali, the more and more children are encouraged to

give up the mother tongue and adopt Nepali as their own languagelO
• With this situation we fInd

some phrases that appear very odd in Nepal Bhasha. Newar youths are less aware of native
vocabulary and are likely to use Nepali words very often. A partial list of the unnecessary borrow

ing of words from other languages was presented by Tamrakar (1999) as follows:"

Ij/

lei

(8)
/kI

Nepali
kitiib
kalam
khushi
cithi
chandrama
jawaph
jahan

Jill
jholii
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Nepal Bhasha
saphu:
chwosa
layatii
pau
timila
lisah
kala:
mha
mhicha

Gloss
Book
pen

JOY
letter
moon
answer
wife
body
bag
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/tI
Id/
Ipl

/hI

lsi

N

/hi
Ia!
(a/

tanna tyanka full of appetite
~hoka- dhwakha gate
pariwiir jah family
prakasak pikaka: publisher
prashna nhyasah questions
patrika cwosu muna magazine
pole juigu hiiye heal
balta dya box
bicar dhapuh idea
pramana dasu proof
bibhinna thithi different
samrna jaka/taka upto
sampadak munaka: editor
satta palesa substitute
sadasya dujah members
sarpa taha snake
sapha sughar sucu plCU cleanliness
sthapna palistha establish
samparka swapu: connection
lait Ja: light
lagi nintin for
hajur jyu/hai vocative
akhbiir bukhanpau newspaper
ashcarya ajucaye surpnse
ata chuchun flour
i'ikas sarga: sky
uthe juigu danegu stand up

Besides these words, Newar speakers also use following compound verb fonns [Noun! verb
+ yaye or juye], borrowing the initial words from other languages:

Verbs
(9) Nepali

nimtyaunu
kamaunu
matnu
hepnu
pachutaunu

Noun + verb
binti garnu
bhasan garnu

Borrowed fonns
nimta yae
kamaeyaye
matejuye
hepe yaye
pascatap yaye

binti yaye
bhasan yaye

Nepal Bhasha
bwone
dhiba mune
(thon)-kaye
hiwae chuwae yaye
pastaye caye

jojalapa yaye
nwacu biye

~

invite
earn
intoxicate
humiliate
pretend

greet
give a speech
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kamjorhunu
miitna liiunu
biintii garnu
dhokii khiinu

kamjor juye
miite yiiye
biintii yiiye
dhokii naye

bamaliiye
tho kiiyeke
Ihoye
?

to be weak
to make intoxicate
vomit
deceive

The verbs Iyiiyel 'do' and Ijuyel 'happen' are widely used in compounding borrowed English
words as follows:

(10) Ent.:lish
home work yiiye
shopping yiiye
teaching yiiye
tiredjuye
bore juye
typing yiiye

Gloss
to do home work
to go for shopping
to teach
to be tired
to be bored
to type

Nepal Bhiishii
chejyii yiiye
pasa wane
iikha syane
tyiinuye
mhiii puye
iikha dhwiie

Similarly, the Sanskrit roots with Nepal Bhiishii I-rape! auxiliary is commonly available in classical
Nepal Bhiishii (Malia 2000) texts too.

(10.1) cinta-rape 'think'
rasa-rape 'enjoy'
basa-rape 'settle'

dhara-rape 'hold'
rakshya-rape 'protect'

bhaja-rlljape 'pray'

The names of months(mahinii), days(biir) and number of years(siil) are expressed with Nepali
forms on almost all the occasions listed below:

(11) Name of the months
baisiikh mahinii
jestha, asiir
siiwan, bhadra
iiswin, kiirtik ....

Name of the days! -barl
iiitabiir, sombiir,
mangalbiir budhabiir
bihi bar, sukrabiir,Sanibiir

Name of the year !sall
Sat (7) sal, satra sal(l7)
chhatis sal (36)
chayiilis(46) siil

In addition, the phrases that include month, day and year are Nepali oriented for the following
interrogatives:

(12) How long have you been pregnant?
How old is your child?
Which day are you coming to visit us?
What time it is now?
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(12.1) Nepali influence
guli mahina data
jim macha sorha barsh data
chu bar wayegu
guli baje jula?

English
How many months?
my child 16 years old
Which day coming?
What time it is now?

Nepal Bhasha
gola data
jim maca jhinkhudan data
chu khunu wayegu
chu ta: i: jula

Newar speakers prefer to use /mahina!, /barsa/, /barf and /baje/ rather than /la!, Ida!, Ikhunu/
and /ila/ . Besides, they also prefer to use the following phrases:

(13) Nepali
ek chhin
ek ghanta
ek minute
ek second.

Nepal Bhasha
palakha
ghauchhi
chagu minute
chagu second

~

a moment
an hour
a minute
a second

In summary, looking at all the above examples it reveals how difficult it is to fmd a true
speaker of the Newar language these days. The younger the speaker the harder it is for them to
speak their own language without the influence of other languages especially non Tibeto-Burman
languages.

3.1 Relationship Between Nepal Bhasha and Sanskrit:

The relationship between Nepal Bhasha and Sanskrit is undeniable. Even though these two
languages originate from two different families, Indo-European and Sino-Tibeto, their relationship
is ancient, closed, and very important. We may assume that there is no other Tibeto-Burman
language spoken in Nepal that has close relationship to Sanskrit". The recently published of "The
Dictionary of Classical Newari"(Malla 2(00) includes entries collected from literary texts, palm
leafs, inscriptions, and colophons spanning 900 years, beginning with a text written in Nepal
Sambat 235 (1115A.D.), and much of it is essentially Sanskrit. In a study of classical Nepal
Bhasha texts a well known western scholar S. Lienhard notes, " Everything that has been written
in Newari is conditioned by Sanskrit Literature" (1962: 75, DeN 2000: XII).

It is unthinkable that without Sanskrit, Nepal Bhasa does not exist. A large number of
nominals of Classical Nepal Bhasha includes Sanskrit loan words. In the classical period, Sanskrit
was recognized as the genuine, academic, religious and divine language of the whole South Asian
region. Therefore, the influence of Sanskrit is unavoidable in many of the languages spoken in the
region, including Tibeto-Burman languages such as Nepal Bhasha and possibly Thangmi (Turin
2(00) and others. It is undeniable that a large percentage of Nepal Bhasha vocabulary originate
from Sanskrit roots and are used as the Tatsam (as it is) and Tadbhava ( phonologically changed)
forms. Many of the tadbhava words underwent phonological change and were assimilated as non
Sanskrit forms. Unless and until etymological verification is done, the tadbhava words will not
be ea~y to identify and distinguish from Nepal Bhasha nominals. In the introduction to the
Dictionary of Classical Newari, the chief editor, Malia (2000 page XIII) claims that most of the
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classical Nepal Bhasha texts contain 25% of Sanskrit loan words in the form of tatsam and
tadbhava. Regarding the classical text Jorgenson notes, "As to the vocabulary, I must state the
regrettable fact that a rapid increase of the number of tatsamas is taking place".( Jorgenson:
'Vicitrakarnikava badiinoddrta' 1931: 2 in Malia 2000:XTII). Some examples of tadbhava and
tatsamwords collected by Tamot (1986) from various classical texts are as follows:

(14) Tatsam Tadbhava
Sanskrit English Sanskrit Nepal Bhiisha English
naraka hell ghritam ghya: butter
surya sun mahisa mye: buffalo
pap sm lakshana lachin feature
dharma religion gos(hi guthi group
sangha society hansa hayen duck
santosh satisfaction swasa sasa: breath
atrna soul markata miika: monkey
buddhi knowledge sthala thaye place
naga serpent dhupa dhun mnocence
ista relative deva dya devine being
Iswora devine person bhralIrniina barmhu priest group

All these Sanskrit words are commonly used in current Nepal Bhasha as well as in the classical
texts. For the purpose of current study of the classical text and the influence of the Indic
languages, the Dictionary ofClassical Newari (Malia 2000) is the main source of verification on
the degree of influence of Sanskrit words in Nepal Bhasha. In this connection, Kolver and
Shresthachiirya note: "ill order to avoid futile repetition the more reasonable solution seems to be
to handle the Nepali stratum respectively rather than extensively. ill practice, this means that any
Newar dictionary of the present-day language will have to be used with a Nepali one along side,
and if it comes to learned publications, one of Sanskrit." (Kolver and Shresthacharya 1994:VII).

It is a fact that a large number of Sanskrit words are common in both Nepali and Nepal Bhasa.
On the basis of this fact, Nepali advocates claim that Nepal Bhasha borrowed those words from
Nepali. The native Newars believe that this comment is not favorable to them. Many of Sanskrit
loan words entered Nepal Bhasha through Priikrit (older colloquial forms of Sanskrit) with some
phonological change as in the following examples:

(15) Sanskrit
jyoti
swora
agama
kOl)a
jora
karkataka

Newiih Vijniina -- 4

Prakrit
jati
swola
agam
kuna

Jor
kakali

Nepal Bhasha
Ja:
sa:
aga
kG
JO:
ka:li

Gloss
light
sound
sacred shrine
corner
pair
crab
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Moreover, we also find some words which are commonly found in both languages, and
stabilize the respective pattern of sound change in both languages as in the following examples
collected by Tamoe3(1986):

(16) Sanskrit Prakrit Nepal Bhasha Nepali. Gloss
manusya manukha manu: miinche human
gruma gama ga gaO village
kaka: kwokha kwa: kag crow
kachchhura kaila kai khatira pimple
kachhapa kapare kaule kachhuwa turtle
kan\aka kan<.!aka ka kfu:1<.!a thorn
ghritam ghrita ghyah ghyughee butter
peta pwatha pwiih pet stomach
hansah hansa hayen hiinsa duck
bhramara bhramar bhamba: bhamarii bee

It is not true that Nepal Bhasha vocabulary exclusively contains Sanskrit loan words in the
form of Tatsam and Tadbhava. Many examples of Non-Sanskrit words can be cited showing the
link between Nepal Bhasha and languages of Tibeto-Burman stock. A few examples are given
here:
(17) Sanskrit Nepali Nepal Bhasha Gloss

Ia! amla amilo pail sour taste

Ik/ karkari kankro tusi cucumber
Ig/ gitam giita mye song

/t/ tushara tusaro chwapu frost
tikta tito khayu: bitter

Id/ dantya danta wa teeth
Ipl pita pahenlo mhasu yellow

fbi byaghra bagha dhun tiger
bhaika bhyagu!ii byan frog

Irl raktam mto hyaun red

In! nila nilo wacu blue

lsi sweta seto tuyu white

What is shown from all these Sanskrit loan words is that Nepal Bhiisha has a close contact
with Sanskrit Pundits and their influence on Nepal Bhasha is displayed in academic and scholarly
writings. Some Prakrit forms are still in use in current Nepal Bhasha along with some derivative
forms. Due to heavy borrowing from Sanskrit and the influence of Prakrit forms, Nepal Bhasha
noun vocabulary has less contact with other Tibeto-Burman languages. It would be an interesting
topic to verify Dolakha vocabulary with Sanskrit, to come up with how much Sanskrit became a
dominant language in conservative dialects. Many of the Sanskrit words verified here are from
written texts. As Dolakha still retains the oldest form of Nepal Bhasha, it helps to verify the
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cognate words with other cognate Tibeto-Burman languages.

4.1 Relationship between Nepal Bhasha and English
The influence of English on other languages is a universal phenomenon. We also encounter a

large number of English vocabulary in Nepal Bhiishii. Some examples of the direct borrowing of
technologicallexis are as follows:

(18) Computer Cable Internet
Telephone Scanner Television (TV)
Box Calender Cup
Frame Post box Parcel
Tooth brush Powder Toilet

Besides these, some of the English words with C-I or l-C cluster require an epenthetic vowel [-i-]
in Nepal Bhashii.

( 19) English
class
glass
film

Nepal Bhashii
[kilas]
[giliis]
[philim]

Moreover, the words with the initial phoneme lsi also require the epenthetic vowel [i-] in Nepal
Bhiisha.

(20) English
school
stool
stove

Nepal Bhiishii
[iskul]
[istul]
[istobh]

This process is very common in most of the words from Sanskrit as well.
(21)

Sanskrit
sthiina
stri

Nepal Bhiishii
isthiin
istri

~

Place
Female person

An interesting occurance in relation to Nepal Bhashii and English was identified by
Arniitya(2000). He examined some English words and found that their initial sounds cognate with

the same word in Nepal Bhiisha as listed belowl4
:

(22)

/k/
Nepal Bhiishii

/kfi/
/ka:ni/

En'ilish
[karnar]
[koro]

Gloss
corner
corn
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Ij/ Ijya/ [ Ja:b] job
fbi /batii/ [baks] box

fbu:ba:1 [bi:n] bean

1m! Imiika:1 [maNki] monkey
Imanu:1 [maen] man

lsi Isa:1 [siiund] sound
Isuka/ [striN] string

In! Inakin/ [nel] nail
/hikka/ [hicap] hicupp

/hi /ho:1 [hoWl] hole
Irl lriti! [rait] rite

All of these noun words manifest some sort of relationship between two languages. It would
be an interesting topic to investigate in detail the relationship between these two languages based
on the cognate words. At this point further investigation is required to establish a fIrm argument
on whether these words are directly influenced from the English or they entered through the
influence of Sanskrit into Nepal Bhiisha in medial period of Indo-European languages. Because of
the obvious influence of Indo Aryan languages on Nepal Bhiishii, the more extensive Tibeto
Burman influenced is shadowed. If more aspects on language link were studied rather than those
based on verb inflectional pattern, there would be more evidence to support the Miihiikiriit
hypothesis (DriemsI993).

Such a relationship with English is not only in the category of nouns but also in other types of
words. In this connection, Amiitya(2000) presents more examples from verbs and adjectives as
follows:
(23)Verbs:

Nepal Bhiishii En§[lish Gloss

IJsl. Ikochiila/ [kamplit] complete
Ikochinul [kampakt] compact

Ipl Iphuta/ [fIniS] fInish
fbi /bekoyel [bent] bent

/boekala/ [blu] blew

/1/ /lidhanel [li:n] lean

/lena! [left I left

Iwl Iwona/ [went] went

lsi Isuigu/ [ seu] sew

As we see, the initial segment of these words are cognate in both languages. If Nepal Bhiishii
was not influenced by the Indo-Aryan languages we would not fInd this sort of relationship in
words which are commonly used in both languages. Here also we cannot make a fIrm conclusion
unless and until we examine the classical and old form of words from both languages. As far as
adjectives are concerned, Amiitya again fmds more words that indicate relationship similar to those
above!' :
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(24) Adjectives:
Nepal Bhasbji English ~

/k/ lkaka:1 [krast] crust

N ItadlUl eta:!] tall(sthula)
Itaskanl [tu mach] too much

Ipl Iphalachin( [flannel] flannel

/bl /bachlU( [bai monthly] bi monthly
/bichayel [bitwin] between
/biinla! [byutiful] beautiful

In( Inhu gul [nyu:] new
Inanga! [neked] naked
Inhya( [niar] near

N (lipa! [le\aT] later

In summary, it is true that a large portion of Nepal Bhasha speakers are educated than are
speakers of other Tibeto-Burman languages. Because of their higher level of education, there is a
stronger influence on their native languages. Since Nepal Bhasha speakers are obliged to learn non
Tibeto-Burman languages, their native languge is automatically influenced by the contact language.
Hence its core linguistic features gradually disappear. This is clearly noticeable in the case of
Nepal Bhasha.

5.1 Morphological and Syntactic Influence of Indic Languages in Nepal
Bhasha

5.1.1 Viceversa LoanWords:
Until now we do not know whether the influence has been limited to borrowing vocabulary or

if morphemic and syntactic structure have also been affected. In this section, I will present my
argument that demonstrate the structural influence of Indic languages on Nepal Bhasha. In
addition, a discussion of features of Nepal Bhashii that look different from standard forms and
similar to forms of Indic languges will also be presented.

Currently, many Newars excessively use Nepali language while using Nepal Bhiishii as little as
possible. In some cases, parents use Nepal Bhashii loan words while speaking Nepali to their
children. A couple of examples are given here:

(25) Arnie haran bhancha hai !
Other-Erg mean person say-impf-Voc
Others say you are a mean person.

(26) babu cici khane ?
little boy meat eat-Imperfective
Oh dear would you like to eat some meat?
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Equivalent forms of the words /hfuiin/ and Icici/ are not available in Nepali. Hence they need to
borrow from Nepal Bhasha. Both of these words indicate a precise and exact meaning in a certain
situation. Similarly, there are many Nepal Bhasha words used by native Newars when they speak

N ] ,16
epa I .

5.1.2 Structural Borrowing:
In this section, I intend to present some preliminary points of deviation by showing a Tibeto

Burman feature with Indo-Aryan structure, especially focussing on case, gender, classifier, and
number in Nepal Bhasha.

5.1. 2 .1 Use of Case Marks:
Nepal Bhasha manifests simple case suffixes as a distinctive feature. Each case marking suffix

undergoes phonological change that is conditioned by the form of nominals. Due to excessive use
of Nepali, young Newar speakers prefer a similar pattern of case marks in Nepal Bhasha as they
appear in Nepali. How do the case marks differ in Nepali and Nepal Bhasha ? Do they undergo
phonetic change or are they stable in usage? The forms of case marking suffixes in both languages
are given below:

(27) Nepali
-Ie
-lill
-Ie
-(k)o/iV i
-dekhi
-bata
-rna
-sanga
-samma

Nepal Bhasha
l-nfJI
I-yata!
I-na!
I-ya-gu, -mha!
I-nisei
I-nan!
l-sfJI
I-napa!
I-taka!

Grammatical Meaning
Ergativel agentive
Obsolutive/objective
Instrumental
Genitive
Ablative
Ablative
Locative
Associative
Limitative

The Nepal Bhasha case marking morphemes undergo phonological change and create following
allomorphs:

(28) Ergative
Instrumental
Obsolutive
Locative
Genetive

l-nfJI-----------:>
l-nfJI-----------:>

1-yata!----------:>
I-sa/------------ :>

Iya-gu/mha! --:>

A!lomornhs
[-sa], [-a] [-V]
[-V]
[-ita], [-tal
[-Iaye],[-khaye],[-e],[-i], [-ae]
[yau, yiima1

Joshi, S.K.(l988) illustrates some examples of phonemic changes in modern period that
mainly focus on variants of vowel and consonant usage in the new generation of Newars. They
also show varient forms of case marks that simply use one form on all occasions without
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conditioning to the fonn of nominals. Some of the examples below are taken from a letter" written
by a growing young Newar speakers Subin and Reena :

(29) Used fonn Standard fonn Nepali Fonn Grammaticl Meaning:
bii-na bii-na bii-Ie Ergative
bhimii pi·ta bhimii-pin-ta bhimii-haru-liii Obsolutive
iishirbiida na iishirbiida iishirbiid-Ie Instrumental
phonelaye phone-ae phone-mii Locative
homes-Iaye homes- ae homes mii

"
chapin-au chapin-igu timi-haru-ko Genitive
che-u che-yagu ghar-ko

"

All of the casemarking suffrxes used in the sample text have been directly influenced from the
structure of the Nepali language. They simply replace the case mark as they are used in Nepali.
This needs to be verified with more attested data to draw a finn conclusion.

5.1. 2 .2 Use of Plural Marker:
Nepal Bhiisii manifests two types of plural markers /-Ut/ and /-pi/'. The fust being a defualt

one and the other is strictly used only for pronouns, kinship tenns and inclusive fonn of proper
names. In the text letter mentioned above, only /-pl/ is used where /-Ut/ was supposed to have been
used as shown in the following (Newiimi 1997) examples:

(30) I lsed fonn
diii kehe-pi
bhul pin
ciWli pin

Standard fonn
diii kehe-pl
bhul-ta
ciththi-ta

Nepali Fonn
diii bahini-haru
bhul-haru
citthi-haru

Gloss
brother sisters
mistakes
letters

From these examples it can be predicted that being a Newar speaker is likely to be influenced in
the structure of Nepal Bhiishii by frequent usage of another language. In this case, the speaker used
Nepali more than Nepal Bhiishii. Hence, his knowledge of Nepal Bhiishii is limited which makes
him prone to model in his native language after Nepali. In the above examples, the retroflex It)
consonant is not phonemic in Nepal Bhiishii, but the speaker is not aware of this and directly
copies Nepali structure. Therefore, the Nepali structure of using suffIx /-harul as a plural marker
has substituted the process of pluralizing the nominals and ignored the core feature of Nepal
Bhiishii.

5.1. 2 .3 Use of Gender Marker:
In Nepal Bhiishii, generally a noun is unmarked to indicate male gender and the prefix / mii-/

is used to mark the feminine fonn. In particular cases, the gender difference is coded with /bii-/
and /mii-/ prefixes:
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(31) Nepal Bhasha Nepali Gloss
kha kukhurii chicken
ma-kha pothi hen
gonga bhale rooster
sala ghoc:Ia horse
ma-sala pothi ghoc:Ia mare
kisi haiti elephant
ma-kisi pothi-hatti female
ba-kisi bhale haiti male
mha jiu body
ba:mha buba father
ma:-mha ama mother

In addition, the suffix I-ni/ is also used to indicate the professional jobs and caste names for
feminine nouns in Nepal Bhasha as follows:

(32) Male Female Gloss
dhobya dhobya-ni washer
silrki silrki-ni shoemaker
syasya: syasya-ni Shrestha caste
nurse nurse-ill nurse
sahu sahu-ni merchant

Similarly, the suffix I-nil is used to code the feminine form of gender in Nepali also in addition
to other rules of gender difference.

(33) Male Female Gloss
kavi kaviyatri poet
nelli netri leader
Jyapu jyapuni fanner
pulis pulis-ni police cop
mastar mastar-ni teacher

All these examples of gender difference using suffix I-nil are common in both Nepali and
Nepal Bhasha. It is not clear yet whether the suffix I-nil is original to Nepal Bhasha or Nepali. It is
still open for further verification whether this morpheme is as an ancient or classical form of
Nepali.

5.1. 2 .4 Use of Classifier:
Nepal Bhasha is a numeral classifier language that consists of two major classifiers I-mha!

and I-gu/ to differentiate nouns into animate and inanimate category. The inanimate classifier
further distinguishes into shape, size and appearance of the entity". Nepali does not feature the
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use of classifiers as Nepal Bhasha does. However, Nepali numerals are suffixed with I-janii/ and 1
watii/ --> [-o!a], [-u!a], Hal to distinguish between human and non-human nouns including all
inanimate objects.

(34) Nepal Bhasha Nepali Gloss Semantics
a. cha-mha misa ek jana illmill a woman animate
b. swa-mha jhagah tin-wa!a cara-haru three birds animate
c. m-gu mec dui-wa!a mec two chairs dimentional
d. cha-pa mari ek wa!ii ro!i a slice of bread flat
e. cha-pa: kamij ek wa\akamij a shirt sheet
f. pyan-ga gucca car-wa!ii gucca four marbles round object

This feature of classifier system in Nepal Bhasha is becoming less important for young
Newar speakers. They simplify all inanimate classifers with I-gu/ as a replacement of the suffix 1
wa\ii/ from Nepali without differentiating the nouns into animate and inanimate categories. Only
human nouns are coded with I-mha/--> [_rna]", all others with I-gul --> [-u] Therefore, it may
shadow Nepal Bhasha as a classifier free language, which may eventually lead to the loss of an
important feature of Tibeto-Burman languages. The classifiers I-mha/, I-gu/, I-pal and l-pa:1 in b,
c, d, e and f, are replaced with I-gu/ by young Newar speakers as a direct influence of Nepali.

To summarize, from all the above examples it can confmned that the current structure of
Nepal Bhasha has been widely dominated by Nepali, thereby losing some important and common
morphological features of Tibeto-Burman languges. It will be dificult to correct unless a preventive
step is formulated for young Newar speakers soon.

6.1 Structure of Syntactic Domination:
Since Nepali has influenced Nepal Bhasha in many ways on morphemic level, it is

reasonable to assume its influence on the syntactic structure also. In order to test this assumption I
have analysed some sample letters written in Nepal Bhasha by young Newar speakers Reena (I2

years) and Subin(I8 years), and a free translation of an English story into Nepal Bhasha'l by
Nilah(8 years) and Saurav(I4 years). I found a series of striking examples in letters and translated
text. A few interesting constructions are given here for analysis:

(35) WNB: [ci!hi wagu nil [ji-ta sike khushi jul-a] (Reena's letter)

Gloss: letter come-NOM- reason Isg-OAT INST happy happen-PO
Trans: I became happy receiving a letter.
Nepali: ci(hi a-eko-le ma-lill khusi lag-yo.

Letter come-PERF reason Isg-OAT happy attach-3past
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(36) WNB: [tho cithi newa na cwa ha-ya-gu nil [bhul-pi chu-gu ni-gu piha wail
(Sub in 's Letter NV J: 68)

Gloss: This letter NB-INST write send-PC-NOM reason mistake-PI one-CI
two-C! out come-NPD

Trans: Because, I wrote this letter in Newar there may be one or two mistakes.
Nepali: yo cithi Newar-ma lekh-eko-Ie bhul-haru eu-ta dui-ta niskan-chha.
Gloss: this letter Newar-in write-PERF-reason mistake-PI ek-Suf two-Suf corne out 3sg

Npast

In the above two examples 35 and 36 the construction of Nepal Bhasha sentences are clearly a
transfer of Nepali structure. Both of them replaced words from Nepali to Nepal Bhasha. They
know how to write Nepali from school but they do not have formal instruction on writing Nepal
Bhasha. Therefore they simply translated the text as in Nepali into Nepal Bhasha. In these two
sentences the fIrst clauses are the cause of co-relation to the second clause. They are similar to
/gulin/ construction (Malia 1986) in Kathmandu Nepal Bhasha. In Reena's example the second
clause Ui-ta sike khushi jul-a1can be replaced with nominative subject / ji khusi juyii/ instead
of the dative subject. This substitution seems more natural to me as a native speaker. In Nepali,
however, [ rna khushi bhayen1seems not quite natura!. Therefore Reena prefers to trdIlsfer the
Nepali form of construction into Nepal Bhasha.

Similarly, in the case of Subin, the second clause [bhul-pin chu-gu ni-gu pihii wal] can
be replaced with Ibhul-ta cha-gu ni-gu daye phu/ which is more natum!' But replacement of
this construction in Nepali [bhul-haru eu-tii dui-iii huna sakcha) seems kind of acceptable
with less priority in this particular context.

Besides these, some examples of translated text from English into Nepal Bhasha by Nilah and
Saurav can also be attested. A sample of translated paragmph in 37 and their translation of bold
face sentences in 38 and 39 is taken from a very short and popular children story of the Emperor
Akbar and his minister Birble.

(37) "Often. the Emperor and Birble used to move about in the town at night in disguise. One night while

strolling in the manner, they came across an odd sight. A fair, beautiful woman was loving kissing and

hugging her dark, ugly, and dirty child." (Newiimi 98)

Both of them translated the above bold-face sentence as follows:

(38) Nilah: irni-sa biila-rnha mayeju-na cha-ma ba-ma-Iama wa phohar-rnha maca-yata
3pl-Erg beautiful-CI girl-Erg one-C!. beautiful-NEG- CI and dirty-CI child-Obs
maya yana cogu khan-a.
love do-NF stay-NOM see-PD

Nepali: uni-harn-Ie ramri aimai-Ie ek-jana na-rarnro ra ghinlagdo bacca-Iai
3-pl-Erg beautiful-CI girl-Erg one-C!. beautiful-NEG- CI and dirty-C! child-Obs
maya gari raheko dekh-e.
love do-NF stay-NOM see-3PI/pERF
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(39) Saurav: raja na cam cha-u ma-na cha-u kaeta cuppa yiina cw5u khana.
king-ERG TOP one-CI mother-ERG one-CL son-OBS kiss do-NF stay see-PC

Nepali: raja-Ie cabi eu!a ama-Ie eu!ii choro lai cumma gari raheko dekhe.
king-ERG TOP one-SUF mother-ERG son-ABS kiss do-NF stay-PERF see-3pl
Past.

Sentences 38 and 39 also demonstrate a similar type of transfer from Nepali. Nilah's Nepal
Bhasa is more comprehensible than Saurav's. She has a problem with assimilating morphological
phrases. Saurav's examples show more difficultt with conjugating Nepal Bhasha words. Hence, he
just uses Nepali words wherever he needed. Nilah and Saurav speak Nepali with their parents and
playmates, whereas Reena and Subin speak Nepal Bhasha with their parents and Nepali with their
playmates. The sentences they have chosen are simply a transfer of the most used language i.e.
Nepali.

In summary, what is common in these examples of Nepal Bhasha sentences is that the
percentage of native vocabulary, knowledge of morphemic structure and cohesiveness of syntactic
feature are disappearing from the young Newar speakers. More examples are necessary to address
the other aspects of the syntactic properties. TIris will be another topic in a study of influences from
non-Tibeto-Burman languages. At present my study lacks the samples of free discourse materials
from young Newar speakers for further analysis of the syntactic influence of non Tibeto-Burman
languages in Nepal Bhasha.

However, the available printed materials from current newspapers, journals and internet
versions of news published in Nepal Bhasha do not reveal accurate syntactic domination. Many of
these text materials are written by well-known native speakers. Their text materials are very
incomprehensible to most of the young Newar speakers, except to the Newars who have been
involved in the preservationalist activities and to those who have benefited from the formal
education in Nepal Bhasha in high schools and colleges. The counting of non native vocabulary in
printed text materials is illustrated in the table -I .

Table -1
Text Count

Title Source Date I Total words INTB Word I Percentage
Shankhadhar MKB 3/'0I I 132 I 41 I 31.0
Newab Television MKB 1/'01 I 152 I 58 I 38.1
Paras kiinda ST 8/,00 I 272 I 63 I 23.1
Mawo badi STI 5/'0I I 168 I 42 I 25.0
twa: kha: HD 12/'98 I 281 I 21 I 7.4
nhu dii YD 9/'98 I 207 I 40 I 17.6
Chaturmisii Cl 1746 I 242 I 51 I 21.0
Swasthiinikatha Cl 1661 I 541 I 148 I 27.3
Tantriikyiina Cl 1518 I 204 I 39 I 19.1
Letter S 1997 I 207 I 37 I 17.8

Letter R 1990 I 76 I 17 I 22.3
* Manka Khalah Bulletin (MKB), Sandhya Times Daily (ST) Sandhya Times Internet Version (STI). Yomari
Digest (YD) Hisi Digest (HD) Letter-S (Subin) Letter-R (Reena), Oassical (0.)
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From the table, it is obvious that 23-38 percent of current Nepal Bhasha in print consists of
non-Newar words from Nepali, Sanskrit and English. If the English influence is mainly for
tecJmjcally related subjects, the Sanskrit and Nepali influence is taking place as a major source of
borrowing in other domains. If the borrowing of Sanskrit words predominantly occurred as a main
source of building up the Nepal Bhasha lexicon from the very beginning of it's contact with most
of the literarily advanced languages, borrowing from Nepali would be unnecessary.

A significant example of current text is an editorial essay' twii: kha: cuka makhu', 'a matter of
locality, not a courtyard' from a digest type of journal 'Hisi' 'Cute'. The editor Ramesh Kaji
Sthapit is a well known story writer. He uses only 7.4 percent non-newar words for his writings.
If his style of writing is considered a standard example of Nepal Bhasha text, it can be used as the
material for comparative study with other Tibeto-Burman languages. However, the printed
materials are incomprehensible to a large number of young Newar speakers. Hence, Nepal Bhasha
publications face poor promotional marketing and frequently plunge into the problem of
discontinuation. In this situation, the influence of dominating languages from education and social
factors may result in the loss of one of the well-known and popular Tibeto-Burman languages in
Nepal.

In addition, the influence of non-Newar vocabulary in classical texts of three different periods
given in the above Table-1 also indicates that the classical Nepal Bhasha consists of 19-21 percent
loan words". Therefore, it is not a new phenomenon for Nepal Bhasha to be influenced by non
Newar vocabulary. In fact, there is a trend of influence from Indo-Aryan into Tibeto-Burman
languages in both the ancient and modem periods. However, at present we come across only a
couple of examples of languages( Nepal Bhasha and Thangmi, and probably Tibetan) that have
been under the shadow of Indo-Aryan features. The conclusive features found in this study are
summarized here.
Lexical Influence:

1. Exessive borrowing of technological vocabulary from English and spiritually related
vocabulary from Sanskrit.

2. Results of text counts show that one fourth of non-Newar words are used in almost all the
texts written by native people including editors, teachers and general speakers.

3. Some idiosyncratic Nepal Bhasha words are used by Newars when they speak Nepali
with their children.

Phonemic:
I.The phonemic distinction between long and short vowels is not very important to modem

speakers.
2.Phonemicity of the nasalization feature is gradually becoming less important in young

Newar speakers.
3.The aspirated sonorant phonemes are disappearing.
4.The dental and retroflex ItI series of phonemes are entering into written and spoken Nepal

Bhasha.
5. Dental, retroflex and palatal lsi are appearing in written Nepal Bhasha.

Morphemic:
1. the feminine gender marker I-nil is common in both Nepali and Nepal Bhiisha eg..
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doctor- doctor-ni, jyapu-jyapu-ni
2. Newar speakers are gradually paying less attention to using specific classifiers based on

size and shape of the object and use the default inanimate I-gul in most cases.
3. The ergative marker I-niil is appearing as replacement of the Nepali I-lei without forming

the allomorphic vaiation of I-nal.
4. The locative case marker /-Iaye/ is used as replacement of Nepali Imiil in all cases

without forming allomorphs and without undergoing phonological assimilation.
S. Plural marker I-pil is used in all cases as the replacement of I-harul from Nepali and the

default one I-tal is disappearing.

Syntactic Domination:
I. Clear transfer of syntactic construction from Nepali into Nepal Bhiishii among the young

Newar speakers.
2. The Nepali topical particle /ciihin/ and conjunctive particles lan!1 and lral are used very

often by native Newars.
General Observation:

I. The higher the interaction with non-Newar speakers, the less likely the speaker is to
maintain the native language at home and outside.

2. The higher the education, the less likely the speaker is to use Nepal Bhiishii .
3. Nepal Bhiishii is taking its place as a second language among many young Newars.
4. The reading of Nepal Bhiishii text is very very difficult for young Newar speakers.
In summary, many Newar children have begun to give up speaking Nepal Bhiishii because

specific features of the Nepal Bhiishii sound system are incomprehensible for them. Similarly,
many Newar youths are too shy to talk in Nepal Bhiishii because they are afraid of not finding a
good job in the market. Therefore, Newar adults feel proud of seeing their children speaking
languages other than Nepal Bhiishii.

Under these circumstances,when a group of active protesters asks for help to protect Nepal
Bhiishii and not to give up speaking their own language, they are considered conservatives, anti
government, and anti-modern. There are many factors that hinder the preservation of Nepal
Bhiishii. On the one hand, speaking one's own language does not promote an individual's [mancial
situation. On the other hand the government does not emphasize the protection of ethnic Tibeto
Burman languages which are approaching extinction. The development of education in human
society is rapidly changing the whole world in many ways for the better life. Regrettably, with the
growth of modern education less attention is being given to ones own ethnic language. This is a
dilemma for the speakers of Nepal Bhiishii in Nepal. _

Further study is necessary to examine how much Tibeto-Burman languages have been
influenced by the Indo-Aryan features and how far they been deviated from the core feature of
Tibeto-Burman languages. Is it really a good sign for the Tibeto-Burmanist to broaden their scope
of studies? How can we address this kind of flow of unwanted guest words into TB languages?
Finding remedies for this kind of virus may protect the core and heart of the Tibeto-Burman
languages from infection. I believe this is also an issue among the Tibeto-Burmanists. It should not
be ignored in search of Proto forms of any language spoken in Nepal. We should give serious
thought on it also.

I
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Notes:
1, I sincerely thank Dr. Devendra Amatya , North Carolina State Unversity, for his insight in the relationship between Nepal

Bhasha and English, as presented in a preliminary report on Dabuu journal (2000) . It inspired me to investigate further details
to answer hj5 question" Is there a Relationship between Nepal Bhasha and English? " This paper is an outcome of his
curiosity for which I acknowledge his effort to bring tJlC issue to light for further discussion and for his comments on earlier
version of this paper. I am also grateful to Prof. Bruce Owen, Wheaton College for his insightful comment. Tam also indebted to
Prof. Carol Genetti for giving me opportunity to prescnt the carlier version of this paper in the Workshop on Tibeto-Burman
Languages, University of California, Santa Barbara July 27-29, 2001.

2. Nepalese government has minions of rupees for the development of Nepali language; however. there is no revenue for
Nepal Bhasha to promote preservational activities.

George

'beans patty',
'special dish',

3. From Hargreaves and Tamot (1986)
Nepal Bhasha Nepali Sanskrit. *PTB

dhula--> dhu: dhulo dhulih *dul/tul
thasa --> thaye thaun sthana
taye thapnu sthaptaya *ta

They have pointed out that in any case the importance of both Tibeto-Bunnan and IndO-Aryan connection in study of Newar
diachrony should not be undermined.
4. The first and second symposium were organized by Himalayan Languages Project under the guidence of Prof.

van Driem in 1995 and 1996 .
5. Tibeto-Bumlan languages have been named after the non Tibeto-Bunnan forms. ego Ba~agaunle, Newari, Pabari, Mugali etc.
6. Study on influence of Hindi and Pali in Nepal Bhashii is not included in the present paper.
7. A large number of Newars living out side of Kathmandu Valley do not speak Nepal Bhashii at all.
8. Many of these words are used even in my own in-law -farniJis and friends.
9. Many of these localities are changed into Nepali names. For more details see (Shakya 1998).
10. The writer of this paper has mel many Newar students studying in US Colleges and Universities. Many of them have

fmished their education in boarding High schools. They understand Nepal Bhashii to some extent but never use it at all
either witlI schoolmates or at home with family members.

11.A partial list of unnecessarily borowed English words presented by Tamrakar is given here.
/cookj 'suwa' /drinks/ 'twosa' /busy/ 'lima1ii:'
/plate/ 'rikapi' /chiken/ 'khiiya Iii '

12. Recently Turin (2000) has presented some cognate words from Thangmi and classical Nepal Bhashii showing a possible
source of Sanskrit influence into the Thangmi language.

13. He has attested all the words given in his list from Amarakosh dated 501 that is preserved in the National Archive, and the
Amarakosh( 506) from Cambridge university library cited in August Conrady's collection of SanSkrit-Nepal Bhashii
dictionary 808 (1893)

14. For more words see Amatya 2000
15. The word' dust' is cognate in many languages such as Indo-European: 'dhuzi', skt. 'dhulih', Nep .. dhulo, N.Bhiisha: dhu:(

Hargreaves and Tarnot 1985).
16. An additional list of similar loan words used by Nepali speaking Newars is given here.

Isamay bajil 'traditional food' /yamaril 'a kind offood' /wa: papa;
/marnadiJ, 'dumplings /choclaJ ' meat salad' ikacila,l
/ca~ari/ 'pan fried cake
It is interesting to nole that the Newars who have already adopted Nepali a<; their mother tongue use following the Nepal
Bhiishii kinship terms to present their identity of being Newar in Easten Nepal, Darjeeling , Kalipmong and Sikkim regions ..
/tatij/ 'eldersiter' /piiju/ 'maternal uncle' /ajii/ 'grand father'
/nini/ 'father's Sister' /maleju/ 'maternal aunt' /ajil 'grand mother'

17. see Newami 1997 for the text of the lener.
18. Dolakha I-pen/, Dhulikhel I-pang/, Bhaktapnr Ipf.ll
19. For details on classifier see Hale, A. and I. Shresthacharya 1972, Bhaskarrao and Joshi 1984, Shakya (1997)
20. This classifier is almost lost in Saurav's speech (Newami 1998)
21. See Newah Vijnan -2 page 68 for the text.

22.Malla ha<; claimed higher percentage in the DeN (2000)
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The Question of Janajati*

Malla K. Sundar
Katlunandu, Nepal

While many earlier speakers have discussed
Janajati, they have not broached the most
crucial issue, which is whether or not Newars
ought to be included under this rubric. To
answer this question, we need to understand
the category of "Janajiiti" as it is used in Nepal
today. To understand the contemporary use of
Janajati, one could tum to the UNO's encyclo
pedia entry or to the Vrihat Sahdako.'
published by the Royal Nepal Academy. Yet,
because these sources do not contextualize the
concept in the history and culture of Nepal,
they can only give partial answers. So if we are
to understand Janajati as it relates to Newars,
we need to examine the concept in both its
historical perspective and contemporary usage.

In 888 NS., before king Prithvinarayan
Shah invaded the ancient Nepal Valley, there
were many independent Kingdoms in Nepal,
such as Khasan, KITants, and Miijha Kirant.
These kingdoms evolved into two opposing
groups. On one side are the Sassaks, who
work closely with the Sma kings. They
include such peoples as the Biihuns, Chhetris,
Thapas, and Basnets. And on the other are the
Sasits, which include the Rai, Limbu, Rajbansi,
Tiimang, Sherpa and Newars.

The asymmetrical power relations between
these two groups are the main cause of social,
cultural, racial, and religious dispute in Nepal.
In modem Nepal, the Sasaks' domination of the
Sasits has been legitimized by Janga Bahadur's
Muluki Ain (Court of Law), and imposed by
the Pachayat system of government. The
Muluki Ain categorized people as either
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Tiigadhari or Matwali. Tiigadharis were said to
wear the janiii (sacred string) and were
considered to be part of the higher Brahman
varna, while on the other hand the MatawaIis,
who drink alcohol and eat buffalo, were placed
in the lower Vaisya and Sudra varna. These
asymmetrical positions were enforced by Prime
Minister Chandra Shamsher and deeply rooted
in the Pachayat system .

The Janajati movement began in Shrawan
2036 (1979) during a multi-lingual public
gathering. The Newars initiated the struggle,
not just for themselves but for other dominated
groups such as the Magar, Rai, Gurung,
Tami'ing, and 1113kaIi. Yet, Newars cannot win
this struggle working solely by themselves. All
ethnic groups must work together to achieve
linguistic equality and the right to practice one's
own culture and ethnic traditions. The goals of
the Janajiiti movement were expressed for the
fIrst time in Nepal by Bhasha Manka khalah.
Under the chairmanship of Ramananda Prashad
Singh, the Nepal Matribhashi'i Parishad ( The
Council for Indigenous Languages in Nepal)
was formed. And I, as the Secretary of the
Council made sure that equal representation on
the Council was given to Rai, Limbu, Tamang,
Magars, and all others. Yet the council did not
remain active. Hence w1der the chainuanship of
Mr. Sitaram Ti'imang, a Sarva Jatiya Adhikiir
Manch (A Forum for Ethnic Rights) was
formed. Under the auspices of this Forum
several press conferences and symposia were
held on the problems of ethnic languages and
ethnic rights. By the end of BS 2046
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(1989AD), the forum came to be known as the
Janajati Miiha Sangha (The National Committee
for Ethnic Groups). As this short history
shows, the concept of "Janajati" developed in
Nepal as a way of demanding rights for all
ethnic groups. Equal rights does not apply
only to the "Chuche Niikh" (pointed nose
people), nor does it apply only to "Chepte
Niikh" (flat nose peoples). It applies to all
people. In short, the question of Janajati refers
to any movement for equal rights. How IS

"Janajiiti" used today? In Nepal, the exact
meaning may differ from other countries.
Some people translate Janajati into English as
"race," "tribe," "clan" or "ethnic group." And

in Nepal some people may use it to mean
backward classes and what is known in India as
"scheduled casts." Yet Ln fact, Janajati
translates into American English as
"nationalities." Similarly, the Janajati Maha
Sangh is often translated as the "Federation of
Nationalities." Therefore, the best meaning of
the word Janajati is "nationalities." Even His
Majesty's Government's (HMG's) special
commission for Janajati is named "Ratriya
Janajati Bikas Samiti"." (The National Janajati

Development Committee). The commission
has recent!y published a book titled Nepalka
Janajati Ham" which adopts none of the words
"race," "scheduled castes," "backward class,"
or "ethnic group," but instead refers to the
Janajati as "Nepalese nationalities."

Therefore, it is clear that Janajati means
nationality (Rastriyatii, Janajatiyatii). Yet, are
Newars national or alien? We lost our right to
decide this questions when King Prithivi
Narayan Shah invaded the Nepal Valley. He
took away our right to use our own language, to
practice our own religion, to preserve our own

cultural heritage. He stripped us of our ethnic
rights.

What are Newars? Do they have a place in
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Nepal or not? If we are demanding our ethnic
rights, should we be a part of the Janajati?
Excluding Newars from the Janajati movement
not only takes away rights, but strips us of our
own ethnic identity. In my opinion it is not a
matter of pride whether or not the His Majesty's
Government (HMG) includes Newars in the
list of Janajati. Nor is merely that if Newars
are included they may nominate a person for
the Janajati Academy and that they will be
allotted a revenue of 10-20 million rupees.
Newars do not have a choice; they are part of
Janajati movement because they do not belong
to the Sasak group. They are not Bahuns or
Chetris.

Since the movement claims the restoration
of ethnic rights, why are many trying to
exclude Newars from the movement? We must
be aware of a conspiracy. It is a repetition of
history. Whenever Newars try to claim for
themselves their given rights, it is always
Newars who stop it. When news programs in
Nepal Bhasha were rejected by Radio Nepal,
there was a Newar secretary at the Department
of Communication. When participants were
beaten during a program organized by the
Nepal Bhasha Manka khalalJ observing the
birthday of the great poet Siddhi Das Amatya,
there was a Newar Prime Minister.

A few years ago, on the basis of report
submitted by Dr. Santa Bahadur Gurung and
Dr. Krishna Bhattachan, the Nepalese
government had included Newars on the list of
sixty-one National Janajatis of Nepal. They
had submitted the report after conducting
extensive field work and consulting with
several scholars from Eastern, Western and
Far-western regions of Nepal. They have also
contacted the National Forum for Newars, the
Newiih De Dabuu", which recommended that
they include the Newars on the list of National
janajati. The crucial point is this: When the
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report was brought up in the meeting of the
cabinet ministers in the chairmanship of Prime
Minister Girija Prashad Koimla, a dispute of
confusion appeared. The prime minister asked
for historical, cultural, and social data to
consider whether are not Newars are Janajiiti.
Prof. Manik Lal Shrestha, Hon. Padma Ratna
Tuladhar, and Dr. Panta, Dr. Bhattachan
supplied proof indicating that Newars were
Janajati. All the cabinet members, including
Minister Prakash Man Singh and and Minister
Ornkar Shrestha, were convinced that Newars
were JanajatL Finally, the report was
published in the 'Nepal Rajpatm (The National
Gazette).

The Nepal Bhasha Manka Khalah is the
organization which leads the Newar
community. It is a member of the Janajii.ti
Miiha Sangh" (the Federation of National
Janajati). Yet apparently, on the basis of an
appeal submitted by so-called Newar society,
Newars were deleted from the list of Janajati
without consulting the existing organization.
HMG has decided to delete the Newars from
the list of Janajati merely on the basis of report
registered by two appointed Newar MPs. The
two appointed Newar MP's are supposed to
represent the interests of Newars. Yet none of
the previously contacted Newar organizations
or scholars where consulted.

When anti-Newar activities occur there
often seem to be Newars involved in supporting
the events. For instance, in the year 2029
(1972) a delegation from the Newar
community, including Mr. Satya Mohan Joshi,
asked for the king's audience in the royal palace.
They proposed that the language of Newars be
called by Nepal Bhasha instead of Newari. At
that time Tribhuvan University (TU) had issued
a document arguing against the use of the term
"Nepal Bhasha," because of possible confusion
with the Nepali language. Since then, TU
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started using the term "Newari" for the
language of Newars. Among the members of
the delegation a designated member of the
Chwosa Pasa (Nepal Bhasha Literary Society)
was also there. After receiving audience with
the King he started accepting "Newari" instead
of Nepal Bhasha.

Often when Newars try to unite, Newars
also help divide. For instance, although the
National Convention of Newars held in 1995
was a glorious event, the same group has been
discouraged from meeting again. Similarly,
when the Nepali Supreme Court issued the writ
forbidding the use of Nepal Bhasha in local
bodies, some Newars published fliers against
the outbreak of protest on the Supreme court
issue. An unseen force becomes active when

ever Newars try to unite, It has splintered many
of Newar social bodies. Yet who benefits as
long as Newars are divided?

To preserve our right of being Newars, we
need to claim Janajati status. On the basis of
ten major agendas established by the National
Janajati Development Commission, the issue of
political influence is the most important one for
all. On the one hand the people who are in the
Commission claim that the Newars play a
significant role in political change in Nepal. It
is true that the late Newar leader, Ganesh Man
Singh, played a important role in the 1950 and
1990 democratic movements. Among four
martyrs, thIee of them belonged to the Newar
community. In 1990, when there was shooting
in front of the Royal Palace, many young
Newars were in the front lines. They gave
their lives for the sake of the democmtic
movement.

Yet, Newars have gotten no real gain for
their sacrifice. As Mr. Bal Krishna Mabuhang,
the Secretary of the 'Janajati Maha Sangha,
said, Newars are treated like a kept women.
Politicians enjoy their contribution but give
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nothing in return. And when Newars demand
proper appreciation, the politicians ignore it.
Politically, the ruling group has ignored the
sacrifices of Mr. Ganesh Man Singh and all
other Newar martyrs.

If Newars play a significant role in
Nepalese politics, why don't they demand
rights for Newars? For instance, when Mr.
Tirtha Man Shakya was in the chief secretary
why didn't he extend the use of Nepal Bhasha
to local development authorities? And why
didn't Mr. Pasupati Maharjan, who has been in
the appropriate government office, engage in
activities benefiting the welfare of Newars?
Neither could demand rights for Newars,
because both were mere puppets. They did not
really have the power to make decisions.
Similarly, Marich Man Singh, Ganesh Man
Singh and Prakash Man Singh are powerless.
This is why the Supreme Court banned Nepal
Bhasha. This is why we hardly hear from the
Ministry of Communication regarding the
festivals of Janajati peoples, whereas we hear
endlessly about Teej and Rishi Panchami.

In order to preserve the cultural heritage of
Janajati, we must claim our political rights.
Otherwise we will vanish as a people. The
question of Janajati is neither a question of
backward classes, nor of race. It is question
of equality. If we need to preserve our right
we must identify ourselves as Janajati. After
the formation of the Janajati Maha Sangh in
1990, it has become a tradition to include
Janajati issues in elections. It also became a

part of ninth Five-year Plan to provide rights
to Janajati peoples. If we claim that we are not
part of it, we will loose our status as Janjajati.
Moreover, we will be denying a section of the
budget allotted by the five-year plan to develop
Janajati issues.

Are Newars Janajati? Some of us say yes.
We claim the right to speak our language. We
demand radio programs in ethnic languages.
We demand publication of Nepal Bhasha
books. And we claim the right for political
quotas and the administrative use of our mother
tongue. On the other hand some Newars claim
that we are not Janajati. The two sides of the
questions are in contradiction. It reminds me of
the proverb that describes two animals who
fight at feeding time. We pick disputes when
there is enough food in the bowl for everyone.
If we want to maintain the status quo, I can
only remain silent. Yet if we want to be part of
the 21st century, we must struggle for both
social and political multiculturalism. We live in
a pluralistic age. In this multi-cultural age, if we
claim we are not Janajati, we might be
considered foolish. If we do not demand
equality of language, ethnicity, and national
identity, we will remain the servants of the
ruling Bahuns and Chhetries.

('This article is translated from the writer's paper
submitted in the symposium on 'Whether the Newars
are janajmi or not' organized by Newii/J. Riistriya

Andolana. The original article' Newiita jana jiiti kha
makhu' was published in Newiih journal 2000 in Nepal

Bhasha. )
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Workshop on Tibeto-Burman
Languages and Linguistics,
University of California, Santa
Barbara, July 27 and 28,2001

Rethinking of Newar Verb Conjugations
Kazuyuki Kiryu
Mimasaka Women;s College, Japan

This presentation aims to consider the
Newar verb coJ1iugation in conjunction with
tense-, aspect modality and negation, discussing
two sub topics. First, tense distinction express
ed by the verb conjugation is discussed. The
previous works take past vs. non-past distinc
tion for granted. The point to ponder here is
whether the dichotomy, past vs. non-past, is
valid. This labeling is rejected on the following
grounds:
I) The non-past forms cannot be used to refer

to the present although the name suggests they
can.

2)Stative form is also subject to tense distinc
tion, expressing only past and present state.
Future state must be expresssed by non-past
form.

3)Some aspectual auxillary verbs in the past
form refer to present, as well as past.

4) CounterfllCtual statem<,nts are <'xpr<'s.s<'d only
by non-past forms.

TIlese facts suggest taht nOil-future vs.
future distinction is more valid in characterizing
Newar tense, which in tum suggests that it is
based on the modality feature, realis vs. irrealis,
and that Newar is a mood-prominent language
in the sense of Bhat (1999).

This presentation will also discuss aspectual
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distinctions encoded by verb conjugation, that
is, evidentive and stative. No past research has
dealt with the meaning contrast between
<,v<'ntiv<' and stativ<, in a s<'rious way. It will be

argued that verb conjugations are basically divid
-ed into eventive stative, the contrast observed
in non evidential subjects. It will be reported
that the use of stative form to refer to a specific
past event, not habitual, in a fmite affmnative
sentence is possible, and it will be argued that
there is a semantic contrast betv:een eventive
and s!ative based on specificity. For example,
Ram tibhi; swa: laa ? is a simple question to ask
if Ram watched TV , whereas Ram tibhi swala
laa ? is used if the speaker presupposes that
Ram watched TV and tries to confmn pislher
thought. Also it will be argued that the negation
of these two forms gives rise to a meaning
difference: the negation of eventive form
expresses an establishment of the opposite state
expressed by the non-negated form. On the
other hand, the stative form simply refers to
negative static situation. For example, la: rna
wa: ( Water. ABS NEG-come.St) simply states
no water came out when the tap was turned on,
while la: rna wala waterABS NEGF. come-PD
means Water did not come any more" which
suggests the establishment of the opposite state.
As for negation, some typological consideration
is given, including Japanese, Mandarin chinese
and Thai.

The Causative Motion Verbs and their
Extended Uses in Newar
I1I:uko Matsuse
Keio University, Japan.

Like other SOV languages in Asia, Newar
employs several predicates which function both
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as independent and auxilIary verbs ( " versatile
Verbs" Matisoff 1973). Recent studies share
the notion that aspectual function and speaker's
attitudial funGtion play important roles for
deeper understanding of the extended meanings
( Genetti J986, Hargreaves J986, Kiryu J999).
in this study, I focus on causative motion verbs
such as chwaye( to send)', haye ( to bring)',
yanke ( to carry),' and biuye ( to give)' and
examine their extrended uses and interrelations
as auxilIery verbs. Thease meanings are closely
related. For example, the verb, chwaye( to
send)', has the following interpretations related
to others as in (1).

1) a. ji hisab yiina chwoya
Isg.-ERG calculation do PC -send. PC
" I finished caluculating "

b. Rama tajyagu ghari biinl3ka daeka chwola
Ram-ERG break.ST-NL clock well fix.PC send.

PD
"Ram fixed the broken clock ( and the customer
went back receiving ity'

c. Rama tajyagu ghari biinl3ka dayeka bila
Ram-ERG break.ST-NL clock well

fix.PCgive.PD
"Ram fixed the broken clock for the customer."

d. Rama gha(l)e ta:gu lao dakwo he \Wona chwola
Ram-ERGpot-LOC put..ST.NL water all EMPH

drinkPC send .PD
"To my smprise, Ram has drunk ali the water in

the pot."

e. Rama hisiib yiina hala.

Ram.-ERG calculation do PC bring. PO

(1a) has the perfective meaning. Inaddition to
being perfeertive, (Ib) means tabt Ram handed
the clock to the customer after fixing it. Both
(1 b) adn (1c) imply L'Iat the customer is
satisfied with the repair. The evidential reading
is available in (1d). Further more as opposed to
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(Ia), (Ie) has an inchoative reading. Therefore,
it is necessary to analized the interrelations of
these verbs in a unified fashion.

In this study I propose a lexiGalization
system of the motion events to account for these
various interpretations, based tlie motion
schema and the mapping mechanism. I w'lI
elaborate the semantic element. path, employed
in Talmy 1985, and combine the veiw point
perspectives with Path in tansitivity. I also
expliot the framework of GonstfUGtion
developed in Goldberg 1995, based on the
assumption that auxiliary verbs inherit the
semantic properties as main verbs and function
as a framework for metaphorical extentions.

Is Nepal Bhasha a Tibeto-Burman
Language?

Daya R. Shakya
Center For Nepalese Language and Culture
Portland, USA

Of course it is a Tibeto-Burman language!
However, in view of influence from non-Tibeto
-Burman languages, it seems that Nepal Bhasha
has lost many of its features due to heavy
lexical borrowing from other languages in
colloquial and written forms. Hence, raisillg a
question on its relationship to parent languages
creates a controversy until thorough discussion
has taken place, enough data from the contact
languages have been analyzed, and a conclusion
has been drawn by the experts.

Upon examination of the features of the
different stages of development, Nepal Bhasha
appears to be heavily influenced by the follow
ing non-Tibeto-Boonan languages, chiefly
Sanskrit, Hindi, Maithli, Parsi and Nepali. The
review of the several words in Nepal Bhasha
and English Amatya (2000) has raised the
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question as to whether it has also been
influenced by the English language above and
beyond the obvious heavy borrowing of
modern technological vocabulary. This paper
analyzes the classical Nepal Bhiishii text and
idemifles the core lexical items, including
morphophonemic and syntactic features that
show its relationship with other non-Tibeto
Burman languages and contains comparisions
of the classical text to the modern forms of
Nepal Bhashi!.

In addition, this paper also discusses the
degree of borrowing of vocabulary from the
non Tibeto-Burman languages and illustrates
the deviating feature of Nepal Bhiishii towards
Indo-Aryan languages in the classical and
modern written texts. The data for this study
has b<:'en drawn from the recently published
Dictionary of Classical Newiiri (2000), which
includes the various classical texts taken from
hand written manuscripts, colophons, palm
leaves, and inscriptions ranging from the II th
to the18th centuries. Data for the modem texts
have been caHected from printed books,
newspapers, bulletins, circulations, and
announcements issued by various social

agencies,

29th Annual Conference on South
Asia Madison,Wisconsin October 12
15, 2000 (reprinted from the HRB Vol XX
Numbers 1-2,2000)

Panel Discussion: Buddhism and Identity in the

Himalayas

Newar Buddhists inthe Vortex of
Countervailing Cultural Forces
Todd Lewis
Holy CrossCollege
E-Mail: tlewis@holycross.edu
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Contemporary Newar Buddhists have
experienced a growing multiplicity of choices in
the Buddhist traditions represented in the
Kathmandu Valley. While their long established
Vajriichiirya saqlgha continues to perform
rituals for the majority of households.
Theravadian institutions draw growing number
of merit- making rituals and vipassana
meditation programs. Japanese sects have also
gained a following. Various Various Tib<:'tan
Lamas, whose institutions have mushroomed in
the Valley since 1990, still auract Newar
disciples, usually for healing rituals. Most
recently added to this pluralistic urban scene
are two reformist! modernization initiatives that
have arisen from within the high Buddhist
organizations. after surveyLng this religious
field, the paper will examine how these latter
two groups reflect the democratic political
environment of contemporary Nepal; it will also
explore how they must balance their initiatives
amidst the forces of "Newar nationalism" on the
one hand, and a rising awareness of Buddhist
universalism, on the other.

Iconology of Vasundhara in Nepal:
Deciphering Categories of Tantric Buddhist
Methodology

Dina Bangdel
Western MichiganUniversity
E-Mail: dina.ban&del@wmich.edu

Tantric methodology often categorizes
deities, ritual, and meditation as 'biihya' "outer",
'guhya' "secret" and abhayantra "inner." These
generally reflect the movement from exoteric,
openly accessable tantric practices to secret,
more esotaric spheres that are restricted to the
initiated. Iconology and symbolism of Buddhist
images may also be interpreted to siginify such
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core categories of tantric practice. The paper
will discuss the iconology of Vasundhara in
this context and place it within the larger cult of
T,mtric goddess (yoginis) of the Newar
Buddhist community in Nepal. As the patron
deity of Buddhist women and as the goddess of
wealth, Vasundhara is central to the lay
practices. Yet, her iconology also hints at
practices that are confumed to the highly
esotaeric methodology of the highest Yoga
Tantras, Using the ritual practice and material
evidence, the paper aims to decipher
Vasundhara's multivalent symbolism within the
categories of tantric practices; further,
Vasundhara's role among the Tantric Buddhsit
yoginis will also be considered.

Jalashayana Vishnu Imagery in Nepal: The
Newar Tradition and Valley History

Natalie R. Marsh
Ohio StateUniversity
E-Mail: marsh.69@osu.edu

The image of Vishnu Anantasayana(
Vishnu-reclining-on-the-st-pent-Shesha") is
widely known throughout India. Jalashyana,
sometimes also called Sheshasayi Narayana and
Ananta Narayana, is found in a unique setting
and context in the Kathmandu Valley. Out of
four large reclining Jalashayana images known
from Nepal, two are currently situated within
large water tanks at sites tI'lat are actively visited
and widely venerated- Biilanilakan!ha and
Bu<!J:!iinilakan!ha. Mary Slusser and Gautama
Vajracharya have worked extensively on the
dating, commissioning, iconographic, and
political implications of these works. In concert
with these significant contribution, I propose
that an. ethno-religious and culturally specific
explanation for the commssion of these unique
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and rare forms rests in the creation myth of the
valley, which was once a lake.

Local-Global Articulations: Neoliberalism
and Newar Economics of Practice.

Katherine N. Rankin
University of Toronto
E-Mail: rankin@geog.utoronto.cat

This paper considers the articulation of
global political-economic processes with local
contexts of power through a study of the
"economics of practice" ( a la Pierre Bourdieu)
in the merchant community of Sankhu in the
Kathmandu Valley. It first illustrates the
dialectical relationshps among gender and caste
ideologies prestige systems, and patterns of
social inequality. At the scale of individual
consciousness, following the work of Steven
Parish, the paper then explores the ways in
which such ideological constructions occupy
the minds and lives of women and low castes as
common sense as well as the extent to which
women and low caste recognize the
established order as an arbitrary human
construction. This diccussion l1.ighlights the
critical resources available within culture should
planners learn how to recognize them. Finally,
the paper considers how neoliberalism and the
associated "open market" policies articulate with
the Newar economics of practice. In p"mcular it
evaluates the progressive and regressive
tendencies generated for women and low castes
in the articulation of local cultural economies
with emerging service-sector labor markets in
Kathmandu and patterns of commodification.

Cashing in on Culture: Or From Dharma
To Capital In Threee Easy Steps Emerging
Cultures of Ecomnomy In the Kathmandu
Valley
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Gregory Grieves
University of Chicago

This paper is an initial exploration into the
economics of cultural tourism in tlie Nepalese
City Bhaktapur. It concentrates on the
Bhaktapur Festival 1997, which was held on
October 22-26, 1997. this cultural gala attracted
400,000 Nepalis and 20,000 Western tourists,
and hinged on Bhaktapur's role as Nepal's
"CuitumI Capital". Since the reconstruction of
the over 189 of Bliakatpur's temples by tlie
German-funded Bhaktapur Development
Project, and the appropriation of heritage
conservation by the local municipality, tourism
plays an ever-increasing role in Bhakatpur's
economy. From Bhaktapur's five dollars
admission fee to the small boys who hawk their
services as guides, as one Nliefican expatriate
living in Kathmandu said to me, "in Bhaktapur,
when I hear the word •culture' I reach for my
wallet." Yet, the economy of tourism is more
complicated than the strip mining of the city's
heritage. And while some residents worry about
" cultuml pollution," most people in Bhaktapur
are proud of their city's new-found fame as a
UNESCO World Heritage City. Moreover, they
appreciate how tourist funds have been used for
the city's upkeep and the renovation of temples.
In the paper I will outline the strategies for
turning dharma into culture, and culture into
capital, and show some of the ways that
Bhakrapurians have put their "culture" to wOfk.

The Karmacharyas:
Religious/Secular Role in Bhaktapur City
Swami Chetanananda, Nityananda Institute in
Portland, Oregon
Tirtha Prasad Mishm, Center for Nepal and
Asian Studies TU, Kathmandu, NepaL
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Bhaktapur, located eight miles east of
Kathmandu, is a well preserved ancient city
with a unique history and an important cultural
and religious tradition. For centuries, Bha1Japur
was the Nepalese capital, as well as the seat of
the royal palace. Under tlie rule of the Malia
kings from the 12th to the 16th century,
Bhaktapur became the leading political and
cultuml city in the region.

The Newars, or indigenous people of Nepal,
created a royal city based on the model of a
tantric mandala. The ruling kings in Bhaktapur
employed priests called KarjjJacharyas to
perform elaborate rituals to ensure the
protection and prosperity of the kingdom. For
centuries, the Kannachiiryas were the primary
practitioners of esoteric goddess-based rituals
and practices relating to karmakiinda, or death
ceremonies. Legends and chronicles recount the
spiritual power of tlie Kanilacharyas and tl1eir
important role as priests to the royal court.

Little research has been done on the history
of the Kannachiiryas and the influence of their
pmctices. As a result, a study is underway to
attempt to shed light on this important and rare
tradition. Heading the research committee for
tills pi'OJect is Swami Cheranananda, Director of
Socio-religious Traditions of Nepal and the
Nityananda Institute in Portland, Oregon and
Professor Tirtha Prasad Mishra, Executive
Director for the Center for Nepal and Asian
Studies(CNAS). Both chairmen will work with
a team of specialists and researchers on a
seventeen iiionth investigation on the histo~y

and culture of the Karmachiiryas. The study will
focus on the origin and development of the
Karmachiiryas within the context of Saivism
and Saktism. The goal of the project is to
develop a deeper understanding of Newar
culture by examining the kannacharyas and
tlieir pi'actices in order to better undeflsand the
rich and sophisticated ancient culture of
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Kathmandu Valley.

7th Himalayan Languages
Symposium, Uppsala University,
Sweden, September 7-9. 2001

David Hargreaves
Western Oregon University

"Directionals and Verbal PrefIxes in

Kathmandu Newar" (Abstract not available yet)

9th Seminar of the International
Association of Tibetan Studies,
Lieden, The Neitherlands, June 24
30,2000.

Kashinath Tamot
Central Department of Nepal Bhasha
Ttibhuvan Univrersity,

"Some Chracteristics of the Tibeto-Burman
Stock of early classical Nepal Bhasha"
(Abstrncl not Available yet)

Ph D Dissertation
Naresh Man Bajracharya 1997, "A critical
Edition and a Study of Srisampurnachakra
sambara samadhi", University of Delhi.
(Abstrnct not available yet)
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MA Theses Submitted to the Central
Department of Nepal Bhasha T U,
Kathmandu, Nepal.

Madhav Lal Pradhan NS 112l/AD 2001
Durgaliilya Ekanld Niitak : Chagu Adhyayan.
A Study on the one-act plays written by
DurgaIal 'Khobilu'

.Manik Ratna Shakya NS 112l/AD 2001
Krishna Degahya Siliilekha Chhagu Adhyayan ,
"A study on the Inscription of Krishna
Temple", Lalitpur.

Punam Manandhar NS 112l/AD 2001 'Pusil'
(biichhipau)ya chvasu dhalah va uldya Nepal
bhasay yogdiin, "A Bibliography of Articles
published in..fortnightly Pasa ' friend' Journal
- .

and their contribution to Developement of
Nepal bhasa."

.Rita Rajbhandari NS 1121/AD2001 Newal;
ihipayii vidhi va uldyii khiigvamunii 'Newar
Marriage System and its Glossary'.

Tulsi Bahadur Nemkula NS 1121/AD 2001
Nepabhiisii iidhunik kiivyay kavi Puma
Vaidyaya 'Sariisu' chhagu Adhyayan, 'A study
Oti Poet Puma Vaidya's 'Sarasu' the collectiOn
of modem Poems in Nepal Bhasa) .
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Book Review

'Sugata Saurabha'
(The Life and Teachings of the Buddha)

by
Chittadhar 'Hridaya'

(1906-1982)

Since the late 1960's, literature students in poem of the same era, however, requires that
America have been introduced to a more they know quite a bit more about both
culturally-diverse body of poetry, fiction and Hinduism and Buddhism than they usually do.
creative nonfiction than ever before. For this reason and others, the recent translation
Particularly popular are the works of of Chittadhar 'Hridaya's' Sugata Saurabha: the
contemporary fiction writers with Asian Life and Teachings ofthe Buddha, is a welcome
backgrounds--for example, Indian-American addition to the English-language body of litera
novelists Chitra Divakaruni and ...----------__.==-, ture. Not only does it present
Bharati Mukherjee. For the significant historical
American college teachers, events in the life of the
steeped in the more traditional "Shakya Prince," as
British and American canons, 'Hridaya' often refers to him,
this new interest in Asian but it also lays out some of
literature has presented both an the key points in the
opportunity and a challenge. Buddha's Doctrine of the
Without a background in Asian Middle Path. In addition, the
cultures themselves, they may descriptions of setting, dress,
hesitate to go into the same kind customs and rituals are
of depth they would if they extremely helpful for the
were teaching a novel by, say, literature teacher without
Ernest Hemingway or Toni I much background in Asian
Morrison. history. And [mally, Sugata

The problem is compounded with older Saurabha represents an interesting contribution
works. While a British poem like Alexander to the study of comparative literature.
Pope's 18th-century Essay on Man, for Despite the fact that Buddhism has become
example, is already difficult for modem increasingly popular in America since t1te
students, at least many of them are familiar with 1960's, most English-language books on the
the Judeo-Christian context in which it was subject are "Westernized" in the sense that they
written; they can "understand" this long and focus on the practice itself, or on the philosophy
complicated work because they know the behind the practice, rather than on the Buddha
philosophical, historical and theological as he appeared to his own culture. Though his
background from which it sprang. For life story is a familiar one, most Americans
American teachers to do justice to an Asian have heard only a truncated version. Hridaya's
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epic helps give the Buddha a human face; his
stepmother, Queen Gautami, becomes a quiet
heroine when she accepts the motherless Prince
Siddhartha as her own, and his father, the
powerful King Shuddhodana, grieves as any
father would grieve when his promising son
renounces his princely legacy. A young
cousin, Nanda Kumar, is drawn into the
Buddhist Brotherhood against the will of his
beloved wife, Sundari, and suffers mightily
throughout his fIrst months as a monle And
Siddartha's own wife, Gopa, has an agonizing
time of it reconciling herself to the loss of her
husband. The great historical epics of Europe-
for example, Homer's Iliad--have lived on
through the centuries because they are
populated with genuinely human characters like
these.

Yet Sugata Saurabha, though set 2,500
years ago, was aclU'ally written in contemporary
times. Its author, well-known Newar writer
was imprisoned in 1941 in the Central Jail of
Kathmandu for alleged conspiracy to topple the
Rana government. He wrote the epic during the
six years he spent in shackles and chains, and

after his release led the movement to regenerate
the Newar language and literature. His own

essays, short stories and plays eventually
earned him the title of Kavi Kesari (Lion

Among Poets), an honor bestowed on him by
King Mahendra. The epic itself was translated
into English by Mr. Tirtha Raj Tuladhar in
1996, and for the most part, works well for
native English speakers, though more thorough
explanatory notes would have been of great
help. Someday the Nepal Bhasha Academy
may also wish to consider a reprint that
eliminates the frequent typographical errors,
which slow down the reading. There are also
puzzling moments when pronOlm antecedents
are missing. And an additional look might be
taken at apparent anachrorrisms--terms such as
"Dad" and "Mom" that are quite modem and
casual to American ears and don't seem to
adequately capture the relationship between a
prince and his royal parents. For a non-Newar
speaker, of c.()urse~ it is diffIcult to delennine
whether these are part of the original document
or come from the translation.

All in all, however, Sugata Saurabha,
becomes a fascinating read for Americans
interested in the life of the Buddha and in
Newar history and arts. One would hope that
the availability of this work in English will lead
to a new interest in Newar and Nepalese
literature in America.

*Paula Huston
California, USA

* Paula HustoD_ fe.scb.es wrj1ings and liferahIre at Cal Poly Lui.. Objspo, Calilomia,. and is 00. the pennanenl facuJty of the
California State University Consortium of Fine Arts in Creative Writing program. A novelist, shon story writer and essayist,
she is the author of Daughter ofSongs (random House, 1995), and co- editor and essayist for Signatures of Grace: Catholic
\Vriters on the Sacraments lDutton. 2000). In 1994 she was awarded- a National Endowment of the Arts Fellowship in Creative
Writing.

COnfirmedfrom Page 59

In this catalog there are 11 categories of Sanskrit Buddhist manuscripts as follows:
I. Avadana 152 titles 5. Katha 52 titles 9. Caryagita 105 titles
2. Tantra .212 " 6. Stotra 330 " 10. Darsan 31 "
3.Dhiiraru 170" 7. Vidhi 253 " 11. Mahatmya 39 "
4. Vinaya 21" 8. Sutra 68 "

For more information please contact:
Raja Shakya,Asha Archives.Gha3-563 Kn1ambhu1u Kathmandu -3 NEPAL

Phone: 2-23817
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Cover Story

Sacred Buddhist Dancer

Prajwal Ratna Vajracharya

Tantric Buddhist Dances of Nepal
docwnents the mythological origins of the
Kathmandu Valley. According to the
Swayambhu Purana text, Vipaswi Buddha
discovered a divine light rising out of an
ancient lake at the location of this valley.
Boddhisattwa Manjushri, went to the lake and
had a compassionate vision to make the area in
habitable by people. He cut a gorge to drain the
lake, and sacred valley was formed. At the
location of divine light, a Buddhist monwnent,
or stupa, was consecrated as SwayaqJbhu
Mahachaitya, by a famous Tantric praticener,
Shiintikaracharya, who also is regarded as the
composer of one of the oldest and best known
charya songs.

Charya Nritya, a Sanskrit term meaning"
dance as a spiritual discipline:' is an ancient
Vajrayiina Buddhist dance tradition that until
recently was unknown out side the circles of
initiates who perform it. This sacred dance form
is one of the religious arts of the Tantric
Buddhist priests of the Kathmandu Valley, who
performs it as part of their esoteric meditation
and rituals. Each dance, though bodily gesture
and energy directed movement, invokes a
different deity, such as Manjushri, Avalokite
svara, Vajrayogini, or vajrapiini. The Tantric
practitioner dances in a state of deep meditative
awareness in order to embody the living
presence of the compassionate, peaceful, and
fierce divinities, who are described in the
esoteric Sanskrit charya-giti songs, sung as a
accompaniment to the dance. Generating the
mandalas of the body, voice, and mind to realize
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oneness with the deity is the practitioner's goal.
Charya-giti are sung individually or by a group,
with variety of ragas (melodies) and talas (
meters); and accompanied by small cymbals
known as tah and sometimes by a two headed
drum, •<farnam'. The songs begin with a
flowing raga, followed by a more material
section, including description and praise of the
deity, usually consisting of changing verses and
a fixed, repeating refrain. Some times a dharani
praise invocation is inserted near the beginning.

The director of the Dance Mandala institute
in Kathmandu, Nepal Prajwal Ratna Vajracarya,
son of famous Buddhist scholar Ratna Kaji
Vajracarya arranged with his family to a tape in
order to provide access to the traditions of
Vajracharya Buddhist lineage which until
recently have been kept secret for reasons of
persecution and the power they bestow on
audiences. Spirittral undersranding and initiation
is still required of those who undertake this
discipline in order to ensure right conduct and
right motivation.

Following the historical introduction a the
beginning of the videotape, a selection of charya
Nritya are performed by students of the Dance
Mandala Institute, and Prajwal Ratna
Vajracarya, in traditional courtyards of ·the
famous Buddhist monasteries of Kathmandu
Valley. To facilitate understanding the dance
movements and the charya-giti song text, the
iconography of each deity is explained and
augmented with images, paintings, and bronze
sculptures. The dances performed by france
Mandala artists include enhanced costuming to
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assist contemporary viewers with the intended
visualization of deities. Further descriptions of
the deities and Dance Mandai are available at
the Dance Mandala Web site: http//www/
liberty.net.org/meditate.dance .html.

Prajwal Ratna Vajraciirya belongs to one of
the Tantric lineages of Nepal and has been
trained in this dance from since the age of eight
at thirty two years of age, he is now the premier
performer and proponent of the tradition. As a
solo performer he is recently won first prize and
medal from his majesty the king of Nepal in an
all Nepal dance competition held in the honor of
the late king Birendra's 25th anniversary of

coronation. No small feat in a country rich with
dance tradition! Mr.Vajriicarya is a veteran of
several successful world tours and has danced
solo for profoundly moving. Witnessing this
rare dance form is an exciting spiritual event
and a learning opportunity fur persons
interested in dance, drama Buddhism, or Asian
culture. Please tum page 75 for an extensive
interview with him on the charyii nritya
tradition in Nepal and his experience in this
field. Currently, he is performing at various
institutions in Oregon. If you need to reach him
for a show or dance lesson in your area please
contact us.

Graduates with Nepal Bhasha Major 2001

In a reconition ceremony organized in Kathmandu on August 22, 20(H the following students were awarded
with certificates and cash prizes on successful completion of School Leaving Certificate (SLC) with Nepal
Bhasha as the major subject in their high school studies in the year 2001. We congratulate them for showing
love to Nepal Bhasha and success in the examination.

Student Names

I. Miss Sulochana Shakya
2. Miss Ramita Shakya
3. Mr. Ranjan Maharjan
4. Miss Sharmila Shrestha
5. Mr. Shree Chandra Mali
6. Miss Anju Maharjan
7. Miss Biju Shrestha
1\. Miss Rina Shahi
9. Mr. Sudan Napit
10. Mr. Srijesh Nakarmi
II. Mr. Naresh Shrestha
12. Miss Rajeshwari Maharjan
13. Miss Samita Maharjan of
14. Miss Romee Maharjan

High Schools

Kanti Ishwari Rajya Laxmi Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Paropakar Adarsha Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Hill Town International School,
Kanya Mandir Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Hill Town International School,
Kanya Mandir Madhyantik Vidyalala,
Bhagyodaya Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Shanti Nikunja Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Paropakar Adarsha Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Shanti Vidyashram Madhyantik Vidyalaya,
Bhagyodaya Madhyamik Vidyalaya
Kanti Ishwari Rajya Laxmi Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Kanti Ishwati Rajya Laxmi Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
Hill Town International School,

Location in Kathmandu

Pyaphal,
Bhimsensthan,
Kirtipur,
],ihyokha,
Kirtipur,
Nhyokha,
Sankhu,
Bhagabatibari,
Bhimsensthan,

Bakhumbahal, Lalilpur
Sankhu,
Pyaphal,
Pyaphal,
Kirtipur,
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Digitalization of the Asha Archives
Kathmandu, Nepal

Introduction: The Collections
The Asha Archives is a public library of In this archives there are several valuable

Nepalese Manuscripts, named after the late Mr. collections of pa1rnleaf, loose leaf pothi and
Asha Man Singh Kansakar, father of the late folded manuscripts (thyasaphu).There are more
Mr. Prem Bahadur Kansakar (1917-1991). Mr. than 6700 manuscripts and about 1100 pa1mleaf
Kansakar was a prominent activist, social landgrants documents. These manuscripts
worker, educationist and Newar writer who had belong to various sects and genres written in
founded several s0slal, cultural literary and different languages and scripts. Largest among
educational instiIDtions.The r.;;;;;;:;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;;;o-, these are the ritual texts,
nucleus of this collection was medical texts, manuals of
donated by Prem Bdr.Kansakar magic and necromancy,
to Cwasa Pasa,' a premier astrology, astronomy, Vedic,
literary association of Newar Puranic, and Tantric texts of
writers on August 16,1985.The Shaiva, Buddhist and shakta
Archives was inaugurated by sects. A large number also
Prof.Yujiro Hayashi, the come from the Mahayana and
executive director of the Toyota Vajrayana sects. There are
Foundation, Japan on technical and symbolical
December 7,1987.It was made drawings and architectural
accessible for the public since designs of religious and
that day. The Toyota secular structures, painted
Foundation had made a grant to '. covers, and book illustrations
purchase, innovate and furnish of great beauty and delicacy.
the house where it is now located.The Perhaps the most important component of the
Foundation had also supported the archives are the literary texts, hymns, songs
documentation of manuscripts and the initial plays, popular narratives, didactive tales and
operation of the Archives with a fund deposited Buddhist avadanas in the Newar language.
as seed money and endowment.In collaboration Written in Sanskrit, Nepal Bhasa,Maithili, and
with the Buddhist Library of Japan, Nagoya, Nepali languages one can find specimens or"
the Asha An;hives has recently completed the beautiful calligraphy in the collection written in
digitalization of its entire collection of plain black ink, silver and golden lettersA.A
manuscripts. Since the project is complete this short title catalog of 5382- cataloged
year alI the manuscripts including their manuscripts in the collection Ashii Saphuku
paintings and illuminations are available on CD- thiyii dhala~: •A Short Catalogue of Asha
ROM (125 cd's) Archives' (C.()JJ/inuedonpage56)
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An announcement

NewaJ:t Organization of America (NOA)

Jojalapa and Nhugu Da-ya Bhintuna .
We the members of the adhoc committee of

the 'Newall Organization of America' wish you
a happy, prosperous and healthy Nepal Sambat
New year 1122. To mark the dawn of new
decade we are sending out tins important
message to all Newiih friends and families, to
let you know about an emerging organization in
our community. We would appreciate if you
could take a moment and read the content of tlris
message.

The aspects of our community have been
changing rapidly. Some are in our favor and
some are not in favor. Vital elements of our
community need urgent attention, restoration
and revitalization. Many has been lost and
forgotten because we do not know that they
exist, others have been abandoned due to lack
of resources and still many valuable assets of
our human resources has been left untapped.
We think that the time has come for us to put
together our ideas, energy and resources, and
resolve and complete the beautiful picture of the
NewiilJ community.

We have envisioned this emerging Organiza
tion to grow into a broad based, vibrant and
result oriented ideas and opportunities for
innovation and creativity along with sense of
lristory and culture as the driving force. The
organization shall be the home for varied ideas
and thinking across the spectrum, and working
together in a democratic way to fulfill the dream
of NewiilJ people.

We believe and cherish the demOl.'fatlc
process with complete transparency in the work
etlrics and election process. Tlris organization
will make special effort to reach out to members
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from all over the United States and utilize the
new technology to communicate and network
among the members. Different regions of the
country shall setup a self-functioning area
chapters to listen to the aspiration of the
regional members. TIlls will help us to utilize
and pool together valuable resources of the
community and tap into them where they are
and not wait until the resources come to you.

Having said all tlris, we would like you to
know in brief how the organization has reached
this present stage. After much thinking and
serious deliberation from concerned members
of the community an adhoc committee was
formed last March to put together an organiza
tion relevant, meaningful and democra- tic in it's
character. In subsequent meetings the adhoc
conunittee coined the name of the organization
through a series of votes, and the "Newiil;
Organization of America"(NOA) was born.
Work began to give the organization a
framework, and a foundation to build upon. A
Constitution Drafting committee was constitu
ted and after some months of energetic
discussion, on the 4th of Nov. 200I the final
draft of the Constitution was adopted by the
adhoc. Based on this framewurk, activities are
now being carried on to implement the
formation of the organization's main body, the
members, conduct an election and form the fITst
Executive body of the Organization.

All NewiilJ people are considered members
of the organization- that's how the constitution
is written, Therefore, NOA calls upon all
NewiilJ people to send in their names and
addresses to be registered as voting member of
the Organization. The membership is free as
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indicated in the Constitution. We also ask you
to send in your ideas and thoughts on how to
make our community active and productive.
YOUI proposals will be seriously studied and
shall be adopted as ideas leading the ways. A
fund/account Iras also been created, and from
time to time donation in kind and money will be
solicited to carry on important works, projects,
seminars, conferences and other activities as the
time goes by.

A copy of the New Constitution of NOA ( a
word document) has been included for your
information. Please spend some time reading
through it and feel free to write us back. It is
important for us to hear from you. Your
participation is important to us. We will appreci
ate your feedback, comments and suggestions.

To give you an idea on whaJ we are·
working on, in other words, the Plan of action
fur the nearest future is as follows:
l."Get-to-gether" evening with topical presenta- tion.

membership drive and nomination of Election
commission in February 2002

2.First general meeting of NoA members, Election of
the First Executive Body and Topical presentation on

25th May, Memorial day weekend 2002

More detailed information and schedule of the
day will be sent to you shortly as we finalize the
program. More infonnation will be dissemLfl
ated in our forthcoming quarterly Newsletter
"LASKUS" . Welcome' soon and in our

website www.Newi'i~.org

Finally, but not the least, we would like to
urge each member to be vigilant and alert about
the state of our community, history, culture,
language and techno-scientific development and
all-round development of the Newiif:! Persona as
such. We cannot afford to be disconcerted,
indifferent, lagging and left behind as the world
moves aggressively into the 21 st century. Each
Newiif:! person is a mind full of latent talent and
we can do better by exposing the full potency of
this invaluable human resource.

Come, lets join together in this wonderful
experience as this organization develops and
expands. It is large enough for all of us to work
together and serve our community. This
organization is committed to be open, transpa
re.nt, and strictly abide by the democrdtic values
and practices which you can well see as
indicated in the Constitution Our website
www .Newi'i~.org is a testimony to this. Spend
some time browsing our website and read our
meeting minutes and other information that we
have put up. Send us your ideas as we can use
all the help· We can get.
Write to any member of the adhoe Committee

with your questions and comments and we shall
be glad to reply. Thank you for your time and
wish you all the best of the season and Happy
New Year, Subhae !!!!!

Beda Pradhan. Maryland
Balaram Joshi, Maryland
Achyut Shrestha ,Maryland
Gancsh Kayastha, Maryland
Rama Kazi ,Maryiand
Deepak TUladhar,Maryland
fCrishna C. Shrestha,M,uj'!and
Tribhuvan Tuladhar,Virginia
Daya Shakya.Oregon
Sunder Shrestha .Florida
Devendra Amatya,North Carolina
Hariman Shrestha,Maryland
Shyam Lall Shrestha. Maryland
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Members of the ADHOC Com.mittee:
301-949-7562 bedvidya@hotmaiLcom
301-649-4104 balaramj@pmdigy.net
30 t -459-7854 Sajana@prodigy.net
301-879-2852 gkayastha@yahoo.com
301-879-9510 pooh_sak@hounail.com
301-949-1803 dtuladhar@aoLcom
301-933-5238 1<.rishnacl@cs.com
703-713-0 I07 t.tuladhar@worldnet.att.net
503-282-0447 drasha@aoLcom
352 336-5927 sShreS@vpha.health.ufl.edu
919·781-2378 devamatya@netscapenet
301- 439·5598 harimanshrestha@hounail.com
301-340-3837 sshrestha@pJdcoinc.com
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Nepal Era (Sambat) Awaits Government Recognition

Razen Manandhar
Reprinted from

'Kathmandu Post' 11/15/01

He was only a layman but he not only
liberated all of his fellow citizens from all their
debts but launched a new era by the name of
his country, after taking permission from the
monarch. That was exactly 1,122 years ago.

The New Year is celebrated with extra
vaganza in cultural milieu, rock-n-roll concerts
and boisterous motorcycle mlly at least in the
Kathmandu Valley and some other cities where
the Newars predominantly reside.

"There was a merchant called Shankhadhar
Sakhwa in ancient Kathmandu who possessed
piles of sand that turned into gold. Rather than
using it for his personal purposes, he paid off
all the people's debt and launched a new era,"
says historian Bhuwan Lal Pradhan, quoting
ancient history books.

The kings of all the dynasties marked this
Em in their historical inscriptions for over a
millennium until the year 1911 when Rana
Prime Minister Chandra Shumsher replaced it
by a solar calendar Bikram Era, on the pretext
that the government had to pay salary of 13
months in every three years when lunar
calendar was used.

Pradhan adds that Nepal Era plays a pivotal
role in the cultural life of Nepalis as most of the
festivals are celebrated according to the lunar
calendar upon which Nepal Era is based.

Though the whole cultural life of Nepali
people is guided by the Nepal Era, it is never
used directly in administration these days.

Secretary of Nepalbhasa Academy Indra
Mali said that the Nepal Era deserves
government recognition as it is established by a
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citizen and carries the country's name. This
must be only one Era of its kind in the world as
most of the eras are either based on religions or
established by monarchs.

The Newars, the indigenous people of the
Kathmandu Valley took initiative to revive the
glory of Nepal Era after the democracy of 1950.
The Nepalbhasa Manka Khalalf (NMK), a
community organisation gave it a formal touch
after the NMK started carrying out cultural rally
on the first day around the core city in 1988 and
a glamour events like motorcycle rally also
became the part of the festival-eum- movement.

However, as community leaders admit, this
support of the Newars to Nepal Era
unknowingly gave an impression among the
people that the Era belongs only to the Newars.

Padma Ratna Tuladhar, the chairman of
NMK says that as the Newars show active
participation in celebrating this national event,
people from other communities as well as
political parties have a misconception that Nepal
Era is a Newari one with significance only to
the Newar community.

"This is the reason why after promising
speeches on its value and importance of its
recognition by the government from political
parties, several prime ministers and 'other
prominent political figures, the implementation
is showing lukewarm response," he says.

Tuladhar says if Nepal Era belongs to the
Newars only, this must also be the case with the
art and architecture of the ancient Kathmandu
Valley that was created by none other than the
Newars.
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"The state should recognise Nepal Era as
the national heritage and emblem of tmity,
coming out of boundaries of who created this
Era in the name of the country," Tuladhar adds

He says since the present official calendar
Bikram Era is Indian by origin, the state should
replace it with Nepal Era, which has a rich
history and is attached to the cultural life of the
whole country.

Tuladhar suggests that the state could use
Lmernationally recognised Western calendar for

daily use after accepting Nepal Era as our
national calendar.

He further clarifies that the movement of
Newars for Lndigenolls people's right or
development of their mother tongue is quite
different from the annual function that takes
place on the fourth day of Tihar.

'The movement of Nepal Era may end after
the government recognises it. But the movement
for the development of local language and
culture wi!! not," he says.

Official recognition of Nepal Era demanded
Nov. 15th 2001

From Kathmandu Post

A 15-member joint delegation of the Valley Co
ordination Committee of the main opposition
party CPN-UML and NewYear 1122
Celebration Committee met with Prime MLnister
Sher Bahadur Deuba this morning and handed
over a seven-point demand regarding official
recognition of Nepal Sambat.

According to Krishna Gopal Shrestha, the
coordinator of the celebration committee, among
the demands were the declaration of
Shankhadhar Sakhwa, a national hero and
release of postal stamp in his honour.

TIle Nepal Sambat was started after Sakhwa
freed all the people of the country by paying all
their debts 1122 years ago. According to
committee members, they were insisting the
government to recognise this era officially since
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it was the date which started genuinely from
Nepal.

'Till now many people think that Nepal
Sambat is just followed by the people of the
Newar community but before the time of
Chandra Shumsher this was regarded as the
official date," said Laxmi Das Manandhar,
Chairman of the Nepalbhasa Manka Khala.
Even historic treaties between Nepal and Tibet
has mentioned this date. This is why we are
asking the govt to revive this era, Manandhar
added.

"Although the Prime Minister has assured
that he is willing to look into the matter, only
one of our demands that of releasing a postal
stamp in Sakhwa's name is likely to be fulfilled
soon," Shrestha further said.
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SvayaqIbhu Pural,1a
(A discourse on the origjn of SvaYaJ!lbhu Stupa in Kathmandu Valley)

('

I; ,

Translated by
Shantaharsha Vajracharya & Min Bahadur Shakya

ISBN:99933-344-0-5
Nagarjuna Institute organized a Book release ceremony at the premise of Hiranyavarna

Mahavihara, Patan on Aug.24 2ool.Ven. Choekyi Nyima Rinpoche was the honorable chief guest
of the occasion.

This noble discourse "Svayatpbhu Pural)a", one of the most important book on Nepalese
Buddhism, was sponsored by Mr. Gyan Jyoti Kansakar to shower the blessings of triple gems on
their late parents Mr. and Mrs. Bhaju Ratna Kansakar.

This present text is the only complete translation of the SvaYaJ!lbhu Pural)a texts found in
numerous recensions (at least four). The translation is based on the earliest dated manuscript 1558
AD. /678 NS. The text has ten chapters (1750 verses) and it contains a summary of all ten chapters
in English with historical introduction. His Holiness Dalai Lama and Ven. Thsangu Rinpoche have
given words of blessings as foreword to this volume.

NagaIjuna Institute of Exact methods
A center for Buddhist Studies
P.O.Box.loo, Chakupat, Patan

Tel: 520558/527446
E-mail: niem@info.com.np

www.niemweb.com
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